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Abstract
Previous studies of WM processing during recovery from traumatic brain injury (TBI) have
primarily focused on the nature of functional recruitment of the right dorsolateral prefrontal,
anterior cingulate, and inferior parietal cortices following injury. However, overwhelming evidence
suggests a role for the cerebellum in a wide range of cognitive processes, including WM. The
cerebellum may contribute important timing, patterning, and associative learning functions to WM
in healthy individuals and be especially recruited following diffuse injury. Two studies were
conducted to examine the contribution of the cerebellum to speeded working memory (WM)
processing during recovery from TBI. Analysis 1 was a general linear modeling examination of the
relationship between the BOLD fMRI signal in the cerebellum and WM performance. Analysis 2 was
a graph theoretical analysis of the nature of whole brain and cerebellar connectivity. For each
study, the influence of group, task load, and practice on BOLD activity was examined. Activity in all
cerebellar lobules was greater in TBI than controls despite lower functional connectivity with
neocortical regions. Response times during the cognitive task significantly predicted BOLD signal in
all WM cerebellar lobules (i.e., VI, Crus I, Crus II, VIIB, VIIIA). While no main effects of TBI were
found on overall network connectivity during the WM task, most WM lobules demonstrated
increased clustering with the rest of the network despite weaker functional connections. Only
modest effects of practice and load were found. Thus, local cerebellar resources representing
timing, pattern formation, and associative learning functions are recruited following injury similarly
to those in the neocortical WM system. In conditions of speeded WM processing, variations load
and exposure to task over time do not yield pronounced effects. It is likely that cerebellar resources
are recruited at a spatiotemporal scale corresponding to momentary task demands to support lowload WM efficiency.
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1. Working Memory and TBI

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has resulted in persistent deficits in as many as 2% of individuals
living in the United States (Thurman et al., 1999). More than 1 million individuals sustain TBI and
survive each year. While the vast majority of injuries are classified as mild according to the Glasgow
Coma Scale (GCS; Teasdale & Jennett, 1974), approximately 10-15% of TBI is accounted for by
moderate to severe injuries (Maas et al., 2008). TBI is frequently associated with deficits in cognitive
domains, including working memory (WM; McDowell et al. 1997; Stuss et al., 1985). WM is the
process of maintaining and mentally manipulating a small amount of conscious information
(Baddeley, 1992) and is thought to be a basic component that contributes to many conscious
cognitive operations (Courtney, 2004; Salthouse, 1996; Salthouse and Coon, 1993). Examination of
the mechanisms of WM deficits in the context of neuropathology is therefore critical to understand
general facets of cognitive decline and resilience following TBI
The pathophysiology of WM deficits and functional recovery in TBI is an ongoing area of
research. Broadly speaking, structural damage occurs as a result of subdural hematomas,
contusions, and diffuse axonal injury, each with varying contributions of inflammation, receptormediated damage, oxidative damage, and calcium-mediated damage (Graham et al., 1995). The
distribution of damage across the cortex is highly heterogeneous across individuals but frequently
results in diffuse axonal damage and lesions concentrated in the white matter architecture of the
frontal lobes (Maas et al., 2008) and the deep white matter intersections mediating frontal,
parietal, and temporal regions (Sharp et al., 2011).
WM deficits are commonly observed in TBI (McDowell et al., 1997; Stuss et al., 1985). WM
deficits have especially been examined in conditions where speed of processing is reduced in TBI
1

during WM processing (Christodoulou et al., 2001; Newsome et al., 2007; Perlstein et al., 2004;
Sanchez-Carrion et al., 2008; Scheibel et al., 2009; Turner & Levine, 2008; Hillary et al., 2010;
Medaglia et al., 2012). Despite highly variable mechanisms of damage, literature has reported
relatively consistent functional recruitment of the right dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior
cingulate regions following moderate to severe TBI during WM (Hillary, 2008), suggesting a
commonly recruited cognitive contribution in response to injury. Recent results have been
consistent with a latent cognitive resource interpretation of right prefrontal and anterior cingulate
recruitment following traumatic brain injury (Hillary et al., 2010; Hillary et al., 2011; Medaglia et al.,
2012), specifically that recruited function correlates negatively with performance, especially
response time, and is manipulable with task exposure. This finding mirrors those in healthy
controls, suggesting that individuals with TBI generally recruit these regions due to increased
cognitive control and attention demands on the challenged network similarly to challenge brain
networks in healthy individuals (cf. Cohen et al., 1997). While much work in WM following TBI has
focused on neocortical regions, WM is thought to be a high-level cognitive process supported by the
continuous mutual interactions between multiple regions that contribute distinct mechanisms. The
aim of the current paper is to extend the investigation of WM in TBI to include a traditionally
understudied but crucial region: the cerebellum. A brief review of WM will serve to contextualize
the current work and the cerebellum’s role.
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1.1.Working Memory
WM is a cognitive psychological construct. WM stands in contrast to “long-term memory” and
in close historical and theoretical relationship to “short-term memory” (see Cowan et al., 2008). The
term WM was first introduced in cognitive psychology by Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960) as
part of a landmark theory, the T.O.T.E. (Test, Operate, Test, Exit) model. WM became a dominant
term over short-term memory following Baddeley and Hitch’s observation that multiple modules
were necessary to account for all kinds of temporary memory (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). This model
gradually developed into a model including verbal-phonological and visual-spatial representations
of WM. These two modules were regulated by the attention resources afforded by a “central
executive” (Baddeley, 1998). Later on, an “episodic buffer” was added into the model to account for
the short-term memory of features that did not match the other stores as well as to explain crossdomain associations in working memory. Specifically, the buffer was meant to address information
involving cross-modal episodic memory with explicit chronological sequencing (Baddeley, 2000; cf.
Cowan et al., 2008 for a review of the differences between long-term, short-term, and working
memory).
Studies of WM, whether episodic, verbal or visual, are often concerned with the “capacity” of
WM. Miller described the famous limit that “seven plus or minus two” items could be stored “in”
WM, which came to be known as “Miller’s Law” (Miller, 1956), though Miller himself later described
that this was merely a rhetorical device (Miller, 1989). This original limit has been whittled down to
“about four” under recent investigations (Cowan, 2001). Apparent increases in WM capacity can be
attributed to the ability to “chunk” information in items. The chunk as the unit of WM has been
retained since Miller’s seminal paper (1956), and connects deeply with information theory (more
generally called communication theory, Shannon, 1948).
3

Miller (1956) employed an example of a Morse code operator. This illustrates two features
important for WM: the notion that experience matters, and that chunks can contain increasingly
complex information in terms of bits. In this case, each discrete phonic stimulus serves the basis for
an absolute judgment. That is, the stimulus is either a “dit” or a “dah”- it is absolutely one or the
other and the decision requires only one bit of information. In the naïve operator sensitive to only
this binary distinction, only a handful of dits or dahs would be reliably remembered across trials.
However, with training, chunking increases the bit content available to the operator as the binary
information is recoded.
Current theories of WM overlap with Baddeley’s (2000) system of “core” WM buffers that
facilitate qualitatively different types of chunks and the managing influence of the executive
system. Cowan (1995) includes the potentiation of long-term stores with a capacity for focusing
attention within this set (notably, the four chunk capacity “focus of attention” at level two may be
conceptually similar to Baddeley’s “central executive”). Ericsson & Kitsch more specifically clarify
the linking of WM to long term memory by way of recruiting schemas to support fluid cognition
(1995). Critically, the central executive or focus of attention may be instrumental in the limitation of
the maximum number of chunks to four. Otherwise, each of Baddeley’s buffers could contribute
chunks simultaneously totaling an excess of four active chunks. However, it is clear that up to four
items can be maintained at once from any buffer at a time, but typically never to total more than
four across all buffers. To frame the understanding of WM systems in the context of the human
brain, a schematic framework is reviewed next.

4

1.2. WM mechanism(s): framing the problem
The mechanisms referenced in the current work will be clearly rooted in cytoarchitectonic
structure (e.g., Brodmann’s areas, cerebellar lobules). This cytoarchitectural view maintains several
basic assumptions. The primary assumption is that a given cytoarchitectonic region contains
mechanisms that are deeply dependent on its structure. The degree to which that particular
structure is necessary for a given phenomenon may be an open topic, but the natural manifestation
of mechanisms is the focus of the current work. In the brain, mechanisms operate heterarchically
(McCulloch, 1945). That is, certain mechanisms operate in parallel with one another as well as
hierarchically within superordinate and underneath subordinate processes. Complex functions
emerge from this interplay. At the “top” of the current hierarchy is WM, a slow, global mechanism
that depends on the interactions between many cytoarchitectural mechanisms. WM operates in
parallel, and depends upon, systems that support attention, executive function, and primary
stimulus representation processes. At the bottom of WM are neural mechanisms responsible for
different fast, local phenomena (see Figure 1 for a schematic). It is possible, perhaps necessary, to
extend beyond the level of neurons for a comprehensive mechanistic explanation of WM. However,
substantial ground can be covered with the approach taken here. The cerebellum provides
particular advantages for grounding this discussion of mechanisms in the neuroscience literature.
Next reviewed are the contributions of neocortical regions to WM. Additionally, specific cerebellar
mechanisms and their potential role in WM are reviewed.

5

Figure 1: Schematic Heterarchical Framework for Understanding WM

Note: Arrows between hierarchical levels represent general codependencies. Full arrows between levels represent relatively
stronger codependencies moving “up” the hierarchy; this implies that classes of sub-mechanisms generally depend more
strongly on cytoarchitecture and working memory on its sub-mechanisms than vice versa. Sub-mechanisms depend deeply on
regional cytoarchitecture’s configuration. WM is an emergent function of the sub-mechanisms that support it, and the submechanisms exist for processing recruitment regardless of an ongoing WM process. Sub-mechanism processes are faster than
emergent WM, but slower than low-dimension microstructural changes and processes. Much of the speed of WM processing in
the intact brain may depend on the spatial distribution of subfunctions across the brain, followed by bandwidth permitted by
white matter efficiency and microstructural efficiency.
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1.3. WM, the cortex, and the cerebellum’s mechanisms
1.3.1. Contributions versus mechanisms
The cerebellum has recently received considerable attention as a region that contributes to
cognition in addition to its well-described role in motor function. It will serve as a useful illustration
of the principles discussed above as its relevance to WM function is clarified. The purpose of this
section is to examine the nature of the WM system and its known mechanisms. Henceforth, a
distinction is made between a “contribution” and a “mechanism.” A “contribution” is an assumed
mechanism that is poorly clarified such that no formal model (i.e., that which would in principle
support its physical reproduction) currently describes it. A “mechanism” will be that which does
have at least one such formal model (cf., Illari & Williamson, 2012). First, the contributions of other
traditionally studied neocortical WM regions will be examined. Then, the cerebellum will be
discussed a remarkable case of a brain region for which we have several examples of mechanisms.

1.3.2. Neocortical contributions
While the dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices have been a focus of WM
research in TBI, the core WM system is distributed across additional regions, including the inferior
parietal lobes and lateral cerebellum (Owen et al., 2005; Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009). Thus, the
activity of the dorsolateral and anterior cingulate cortices represents only a portion of a system that
facilitates WM and is known to be disrupted in TBI.
The larger WM system can be understood as a goal-directed, heterarchical, interactive process
between regional brain resources. To date, regional processes of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) are thought to contribute “cognitive control” that guides brain processes in the context of
novel and/or difficult challenges, particularly those that involve the mental maintenance of stimuli
7

in WM (Courtney, 2004; Braver & Cohen, 1997; Hillary et al., 2006). The anterior cingulate cortex is
thought to contribute error-monitoring processes and attentional selection and control (Carter et
al., 1998; MacDonald, 2000). The inferior parietal lobes are thought to contribute abstract symbolic
and mathematical representation (Han et al., 2013) and potentially some components of symbolic
manipulation (Champod & Petrides, 2007).

1.3.3. Subcortical mechanisms: the basal ganglia and cerebellum
The basal ganglia and cerebellum are two brain regions for which functional mechanisms are
being increasingly clarified. Notably, the basal ganglia have come increasingly acknowledged to
have inhibitory gating mechanisms that modulate frontally-mediated cognitive and attentional
control contributions and their relationships to posterior regions (Hazy et al., 2007; Van
Schouwenburg et al., 2013). Thus, the basal ganglia form an important supporting mechanism for
WM function.
The cerebellum can similarly be conceptualized as a site of subcortical support mechanisms for
primary WM regions. Unlike the subdivisions of the neocortex, the cerebellum is
cytoarchitectonically identical across its entire cortex. Functional models have been derived under
few assumptions via close examination of the cytoarchitecture (E.g., Hofstotter et al., 2002). The
cerebellar cortex contains a lattice-like arrangement consisting of stellate cells, basket cells, granule
cells, Purkinje cells, and granule cells. The cerebellar cortex receives two inputs: one from mossy
fibers, originating from the pontocerebellar pathway, which relays input from the neocortex via
pontine nuclei through the middle cerebellar peduncle. The other cerebellar input is from climbing
fibers, which are projections from the inferior olivary nucleus.
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Climbing fiber inputs synapse on the deep cerebellar nuclei and Purkinje cell. Each climbing fiber
will innervate 1-10 Purkinje cells, but each Purkinje cell synapses with a single climbing fiber. The
mossy fibers also synapse with the deep cerebellar nuclei. However, their input to Purkinje cells is
fully mediated by granule cells. Granule cells project parallel fibers (so called because they run
parallel to the cerebellar cortical surface) that exhibit weak excitatory influences on the Purkinje
cell. Each Purkinje cell receives as many as 200,000 parallel fibers from many granule cells (Tyrrell &
Willshaw, 1992), and each granule cell synapses with many Purkinje cells. Basket cells exert
inhibitory modulating influences directly on Purkinje cell bodies. Stellate cells exert inhibitory
modulating influences on Purkinje cell dendrites. Purkinje cells are the sole output from the
cerebellar cortex and make inhibitory synapses with the deep cerebellar nuclei, which relays
outbound signals to the neocortex (see Figure 2 for a picture of the cerebellum’s microcircuitry).
The cerebellum’s signal output is a mixture of simple and complex spikes originating in the
Purkinje cell axon. Simple spikes result from stimulation by mossy fiber input as well as
spontaneously at about 17-50Hz (Raman & Bean, 1999). Complex spikes result from climbing fiber
input. Complex spikes are critically involved in timing functions (Llinas & Welsh, 1997) and in
synaptic plasticity (Ito, 2001). Simple spikes form a dynamic backdrop to complex spike activity.
Coincident firing of parallel and climbing fibers results in long-term depression of parallel-fiberPurkinje cell synapses (Ito, 1989). Simple spike firing alone can result in long-term potentiation at
the same synapses. The balance between spontaneous simple spiking alone versus paired with
climbing fibers forms strikes an important dynamic equilibrium in skilled movement. Some complex
spikes are generated in the absence of movement via a deep cerebellar nucleus to inferior olive
feedback loop to further maintain equilibrium between runaway potentiation and depression (Miall
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et al., 1998). What functional mechanisms emerge from the cerebellum’s specific structure and its
low-scale functional properties?

Figure 2: Depiction of cerebellar microcircuitry.

Note: Image out of copyright. From Gray’s Anatomy, 1910; image out of copyright. “Tendril fiber” has been
replaced by the term “climbing fiber” in modern usages.

Due to their uniform configuration across the cerebellum, cerebellar microcircuits can be
considered to contribute a “universal transform” to input the cerebellar cortex receives from the
rest of the brain (Schmahmann, 2004). The cerebellum’s circuitry can be thought to contribute
emergent timing, pattern recognition, and associative learning mechanisms. There is some evidence
of a weak circadian clock in the cerebellum (Mordel et al., 2013). Various computational models
exist that explain how cerebellar mechanisms operate (Boyden et al., 2004; Hofstotter et al., 2002;
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Kawato, 1999; Medina et al., 2000; Miall et al., 1993; Paulin, 2005; Yamazaki & Tanaka, 2007).
Cerebellar mechanisms reset quickly, robust against noise and changes in conditions of physical
input, and represent time at multiple scales (Carrillo et al., 2008; Yamazaki & Tanaka, 2007).
Importantly for WM, the cerebellum receives neocortical afferent input mediated through the
pons. It returns efferent outputs via the thalamus to the same input regions, forming closed loops.
The cerebellum’s connections with the neocortex include many associative regions, including the
bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and bilateral inferior parietal lobes (cf. Kelly & Strick, 2003;
see Figure 3). It also interfaces with the basal ganglia (Middleton & Strick, 2000). Taken together,
these anatomical properties suggest that it likely that the cerebellum contributes its computational
mechanisms to multiple neocortical systems, including systems that support WM. Further evidence
from functional neuroimaging has further clarified a role for the cerebellum in WM processing.
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Figure 3: Schematic of cortico-cerebellar pathways

Note: Image courtesy of Kathryn Hall.
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1.4. Neuroimaging of WM and the cerebellum
Under what conditions is the cerebellum recruited to support WM? There are accruing
neuroimaging data laying the foundation for the cerebellum’s role in WM. fMRI studies have
investigated the role of the cerebellum in healthy individuals and provide a foundation for
understanding the role of the cerebellum in WM in TBI. The cerebellum is arranged in welldescribed “lobules” (Schmahmann et al., 1999). The cerebellum lobules VI, VIIb, VIIIa, and Crus I
have been demonstrated to be active during WM tasks (Awh, 1996; Chen & Desmond, 2005;
Desmond et al., 2005; Owen et al., 2005; Paulesu, 1993; Ravizza et al., 2006; Stoodley &
Schmahmann, 2009; Ziemus, 2007). Additionally, the bilateral lobules Crus II are known to have
anatomical connections with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 46) in monkeys (Kelly & Strick,
2003). Studies in healthy individuals have demonstrated that increased WM load is related to
increased functional activity in the bilateral lobules VI, Crus I, VIIB and the right VIIIA (Chen &
Desmond, 2005; Desmond et al., 1997; Kirschen et al., 2005). Load effects during a task with greater
sustained cognitive control demands, the n-back, were found in the bilateral superior cerebellum
beginning medially with peak activation in the bilateral declive (Tomasi et al., 2005). The effect of
practice has only been investigated during the Sternberg task, where Kirschen and colleagues found
novel foci of activation on the final run of the task in the right lobules VI, VIIB, and Crus II that were
positively correlated with response time following practice, suggesting that these particular regions
become more tightly linked to task processing with sustained performance (2005).
While examinations of the role of DLPFC-cerebellum connectivity supporting WM function
have not been conducted, fMRI evidence has demonstrated intrinsic functional connectivity
between these regions (see Diamond, 2009; Krienen & Buckner, 2009). Specifically, the DLPFC
demonstrated functional connectivity with cerebellar lobules Crus I and Crus II. Crus I more
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preferentially correlated with the medial PFC whereas Crus II preferentially correlated with the
DLPFC. Lobule VI and VIIB were functionally connected to the DLPFC as well as neocortical motor
regions. Lobule VIIIA correlated with the anterior PFC. Thus, in terms of functional specificity, lobule
Crus II may be most exclusively involved in supporting DLPFC-dependent WM processes. Lobule
Crus I modulates DLPFC-dependent WM processes in addition to medial PFC processes (which may
regulate associates between context, locations, events, and corresponding adaptive responses,
especially emotional responses; see Euston et al., 2012). Lobule VI and VIIB modulate DLPFCdependent WM processes in addition to motor processes. An important caveat of this study was
the normalization of the entire brain to the MNI template, though studies have demonstrated that
this template causes significant intermixing of signals from different cerebellar lobules. However, it
is clear that these cerebellar regions interact heavily with the DLPFC as well as medial and anterior
PFC.
Taken together, these findings demonstrate that the functional activation of cerebellar
lobules most anatomically and functionally linked to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex modulates
similarly to activation in that region (e.g., Braver & Cohen, 1997; Medaglia et al., 2012).
Additionally, cerebellar lobules plastically respond to sustained practice during WM. Importantly,
challenge-responsive contributions from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ostensibly decrease
activity with sustained practice. In comparison, it is possible that additional cerebellar cortex is
recruited with practice as the task becomes routinized by the cerebellum’s specialized forwardmodeling computational mechanisms. While the cerebellum’s relevance to WM has begun to be
examined in healthy individuals, its functional role following TBI remains relatively unexplored. Next
reviewed are the consequences of TBI on the cerebellum’s anatomy and functional activity as a
context for investigating its role following brain trauma.
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1.5.The cerebellum following TBI
1.5.1

Structure

With respect to clinical findings of WM functioning following direct cerebellar injury, wellcontrolled studies have revealed subclinical deficits in WM in individuals with cerebellar strokes,
postinfectious cerebellitis, cerebellar cortical atrophy, and cerebellar tumors (Schmahmann, 2004;
Schmahmann et al., 2009). Interestingly, it has been estimated that the cerebellum is only directly
affected by blunt or penetrating TBI in human adults in approximately 1% of cases (Potts et al.,
2009). Most cerebellar pathophysiological affects following trauma are secondary to the injury. A
number of findings suggest that the cerebellum is affected chronically in diffuse traumatic brain
injuries due to apoptosis, presumably as a function of distal cell death due to trauma in regions with
which it is anatomically connected.
Cell staining studies of the cerebellum revealed cerebellar Purkinje cell death in several days
following fluid percussion injuries to tissue in the midsagittal sinus and lateral neocortex in rats
(Mautes et al., 1996) despite relatively stable cerebral blood flow in the cerebellum within one day
of injury following percussion injuries (Yamakami et al., 1991). The cerebellar vermis demonstrates
some cell loss by as little as 3 hours following injury and maximal cell loss by 3-7 days as compared
to 1-3 days in the neocortex and hippocampus following percussion injury to the temporal-parietal
junction in adult rats (Sato et al., 2001). In adult humans, diaschisis in the cerebellum has been
confirmed to result from frontal lobe injuries in human adults (Schmahmann & Pandya, 1997).
Results from morphometric studies of moderate to severe TBI in human adults demonstrate losses
in the cerebellum that are relatively less prominent than in the thalamus, midbrain, and corpus
callosum (Kim et al., 2008). A study of mild TBI demonstrated cerebellar reduction in fractional
anisotropy in the cerebellum 5.5 months post injury (Rutgers, 2008), and a study of cerebellar
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volume in children demonstrated reduced cerebellar volumes in moderate to severe TBI following
moderate-to-severe TBI 1-10 years post injury (Spanos, 2007). Thus, the cerebellum appears to be a
site that is vulnerable to diaschisis and suffers cell loss over time following TBI. It also demonstrates
attenuated development in cases of childhood neocortical injury.

1.5.2. Function
One study found that BOLD activity in the left lateral cerebellum was correlated with stimulus
discrimination in moderate to severe TBI but not matched healthy controls during the 2-back
working memory task (Kim et al., 2012). Matched healthy controls have been demonstrated to have
greater left cerebellar activation than individuals with mild to moderate TBI during the 2-back and
greater bilateral cerebellar activation during the 3-back in the context of decreased accuracy and
increased response times (Sanchez-Carrion, 2008). The role of the cerebellum in WM following TBI
was only incidentally explored. Unfortunately, the cerebellar lobule in which findings were found
was not reported. The limited findings to date may lead to the erroneous assumption that the
cerebellum is relatively uninvolved in recovery from brain injury. However, numerous findings in
fMRI analysis of healthy individuals indicate that that the cerebellum contributes to WM systems
(See section 1.4; cf. Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009) and DLPFC systems (Krienen & Buckner, 2009).
As described above, the cerebellum can be thought to house generally applied learning
mechanisms that interacts continuously with cortical and midbrain regions in a distributed network
to maintain smooth functioning (Schmahmann, 2004) that may be critical to global network
efficiency and cognitive recovery following traumatic brain injury (TBI). It is important that the lack
of emphasis on the cerebellum in previous studies leads to an incomplete understanding of the
brain’s recovery processes following injury. In a diffuse injury such as TBI, the cerebellum and its
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primary functions, specifically timing, pattern recognition, and associative learning, remain largely
intact following trauma and may contribute to general functional restabilization and ongoing
learning following injury. These can be considered important auxiliary mechanisms that support the
primary contributions of neocortical regions during WM processing and new learning. Importantly,
the cerebellum’s role following TBI must be understood as one important, specific feature of a
distributed complex system, and the properties of the rest of the connectome following brain injury
provide an important context for the current study. Thus, findings to date in large scale functional
connectivity analyses of the brain are next briefly reviewed for context. Then, an integrated account
and research strategy for understanding the cerebellum’s contributions to this system is pursued.
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1.6. Functional network analyses following TBI
Functional connectivity and effective connectivity analyses in functional neuroimaging have
revealed several properties of distributed network function following TBI. Functional connectivity
analyses are those that model the contemporaneous relationship between regions, including
pairwise and partial correlation, independent components analysis (ICA), and graph theory (please
see section 1.7.2. for a description of graph theory and its network metrics). Effective connectivity
analyses are those that include parameters for temporal lag in the model, including granger
causality/vector autoregression, unified and extended unified structural equation modeling, and
dynamic causal modeling. Functional connectivity approaches have been most frequently applied
to task-free (or “default mode,” “resting state”) conditions where subjects are instructed to engage
in no task in particular during fMRI scanning (Castellanos et la., 2010; Castellanos et al., 2011;
Nakamura et al., 2009; Pandit et al., 2013; Caeyenberghs et al., 2012). In task-free conditions in
moderate to severe TBI, graph theoretic approaches have demonstrated initially increased
connection strengths, decreased efficiency, and reduced small-worldness due to decreased path
lengths across the neocortex that resolve by about 6 months following injury (Nakamura et al.,
2009). Studies using magnetoencephalography in task-free conditions have found decreases in
inter-regional low-frequency functional coherence and conversely increases in high frequency
coherence approximately 6 months post injury that recover by 12 months post injury (Castellanos
et al., 2010; Castellanos et al., 2011). Importantly, these parameters at rest predicted independent
neuropsychological performance in verbal fluency, perceptual organization, and working memory
(Castellanos et al., 2010). Graph theoretical analyses of frequency band activity demonstrated that
changes in delta-based path-length predicted performance IQ scores, whereas alpha-based
normalized global efficiency predicted perceptual organization (Castellanos et al., 2011). One critical
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feature of slow-wave activity in the healthy brain may be to establish controlled, fluid coordination
between distal brain regions and facilitate efficiency in high frequency activity, and diffuse
perturbation in white matter pathways may disrupt this integrating (or “binding”) property
following TBI. Complex mental processes that require multi-regional coordination for the
manipulation of abstract symbols (such as those that form IQ tests) may be particularly susceptible
to this generalized binding disruption, leading to inefficient performance. IQ has been shown to
correlate with the small-worldness of network organizations in healthy individuals (Van der Heuvel
et al., 2009). Notably, WM is a core feature of IQ (Engle et al., 1999) and its particular sensitivity to
neurological diseases (Baddeley et al., 1991; Calderon et al., 2001; DeLuca et al., 2004; Gabrieli et
al., 1996; Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Hillary, 2008) may be in part a general result to any abnormal
process that interferes with efficient slow-wave-mediated inter-regional signal binding.
Given that findings from complex network analyses in task-free conditions bear some
important clues toward the bases of higher cognitive dysfunction following TBI, it is perhaps
surprising that there have been relatively few functional or effective connectivity analyses of
networks during WM function following TBI (Hillary et al., 2011; Hillary et al., 2012). These studies
have revealed that the right DLPFC’s effective connectivity with other cortical regions including the
anterior cingulate cortex and bilateral inferior parietal lobes decreases with sustained practice
during WM function (Hillary et al., 2011). Additionally, decreases in anterior cortical effective
connectivity accompanied increases in posterior effective connectivity during efficient task learning
(Hillary et al., 2012). These findings mirror local DLPFC fMRI signal amplitude analyses and provide
additional evidence of intact but additionally challenged control contributions that influence the
network in the context of TBI. Regarding large-scale network properties, study of cognitive control
in individuals with TBI revealed that the clinical sample exhibited similar economical small-world
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network topology, but increased overall connectivity strength. Thus, while the major functional
characteristics of the network remained intact, it was less energetically efficient following injury.
Unfortunately, the cerebellum’s role during WM in these networks was not an emphasis of analysis.
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1.7.fMRI strategies for examining the cerebellum’s contribution to the distributed WM system
1.7.1. Functional activation during tasks
Manipulations of WM load and task novelty have proven instrumental in understanding the role
of the DLPFC in WM and, to a limited degree, the cerebellum. As reviewed above, activation in the
cerebellum has been found to respond similarly to the right DLPFC to WM load; specifically, that
WM-related lobules demonstrate increased activation with increased load with accompanying
declines in performance. Its response to task practice was to increase in activation, contrary to
effects observed in the DLPFC. This disassociation from DLPFC observations may result from the
cerebellum’s distinct mechanisms. Specifically, forward modeling mechanisms may be especially
relevant in conditions of novelty: as the DLPFC is activated in proportion to cognitive challenge (e.g.,
WM load), similarly increased is the supportive role of the cerebellum. In this context, new
predictions about DLPFC computation are made and used to continuously adjust DLPFC operation
via the cerebellum’s forward modeling mechanisms. Simultaneously, associations are made
regarding the task timing, stimulus properties, and demands, which may heavily recruit cerebellar
associative mechanisms. As task challenge and novelty decrease, DLPFC-bound cerebellar forward
modeling would ostensibly decrease. However, associative connections are reinforced and
maintained via long-term potentiation mediated at the junctions between the cerebellar cortex and
cerebellar nuclei (Hofstotter et al., 2002).
Relationships with performance can be examined as the main effect of load on activation as
well as the relationship between trial-wise accuracy or response time and activation. In a broad
sense of cognitive challenge (cf., Hillary et al., 2006; Hillary, 2008), cerebellar activity would increase
with increases in challenge to whatever networks it connects to that is involved in the task. A
marker of trial-to-trial challenge would be increases in response. This variation can serve as a
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behavioral index of difficulty in the brain’s ability to model and produce a response. Accuracy
decreases due to challenge represent outright process failures, perhaps indicating that challenge is
too high in the case of multi-trial errors, or transiently difficulty due to temporary process failures.
Examining variance in efficiency as indexed by response time during accurate performance can
serve as a relevant approach to testing the view that the cerebellum contributes efficiencysupportive mechanisms during WM.

1.7.2. Graph theoretical analysis
Graph theory provides a computationally rigorous framework for estimating the efficiency in
the configuration of networks as well as metrics for the centrality of certain parts of networks
(Sporns, 2011). Graph theory is not a replacement for a comprehensive theory of cognitive
functions and their physical bases. Rather, it is a storied mathematical framework since its origins in
Euler’s Bridges of Koenigsberg problem (1736) that has explicated a number of mathematical
properties of networks per se. In terms of brain networks, it offers a number of mathematical
summary metrics for network configurations. Analyses are conducted on a network consisting of
nodes (typically a region of the brain) and edges (typically weighted or binary values of the
connections between nodes). Large-dimensional data such as that in most fMRI applications can be
readily analyzed under standard assumptions in graph theory. Parameters are estimated on
weighted or unweighted matrices describing the relationships between different brain regions.
Relationships between regions can be described by full, semi-partial, or partial correlations,
mutualized information, or other covariance techniques. Region selection, the kind of relationships
estimated, and the implementation of graph metric calculations were all important decision points
in data processing and are discussed throughout the methods section and discussion where
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relevant. As described above (see section 1.7.) graph theory has been applied in few studies to fMRI
data acquired from individuals that have suffered TBI (cf., Nakamura et al., 2009; Caeyenbergh,
2011; Pandit et al., 2013). The role of the cerebellum was not a significant focus of these studies. To
examine global network properties in the current study and examine specifically the cerebellum’s
role, several specific metrics were used for the current study:

1) Efficiency: the average inverse shortest path length in the network. A path is defined by a
sequence of edges between distinct nodes. Thus, efficiency is the degree to which nodes
demonstrate ease of access between nodes. For fMRI applications, this is a rough global
approximation of information transfer efficiency among nodes.

2) Transitivity: the ratio of triangles to triplets in the network. That is, for all unique sets of
three nodes, transitivity represents the proportion of sets that are completely connected.
This is inversely related to how sparse the network is. A completely connected network
would have maximum transitivity and no discrimination between signals.

3) Strength: the sum of weights of links connected to a node. This represents the total strength
of connections to the node of interest in the context of its network and is a marker of the
total continuous degree of influence across nodes without additional information about
network topology.
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4) Clustering coefficient: similar to transitivity, but for a given node. The clustering coefficient
is the fraction of triangles around a node and is equivalent to the fraction of node’s
neighbors that are neighbors of one another. This gives an approximation of how much the
node acts in concert with nearby nodes.

5) Betweenness centrality: the fraction of all shortest paths between nodes in the network
that contain a given node. Nodes with high values of betweenness centrality participate in a
large number of shortest paths and are critical conduits of information transfer within the
network.

Each of these metrics quantifies related but different aspects of network structure. Relevant to
the current work, measures such as transitivity and efficiency can provide coarse summaries of
overall network integration. Measures such as node strength, clustering coefficient, and
betweenness centrality provide measures of the node’s relevance overall in the network, with
nearby neighbors, and within all possible short paths, respectively. Thus, whereas examination of
signal amplitude and relatedness to performance provide information about local signaling, graph
theoretical analyses can examine the characteristics of networks overall and the role of specific
nodes within the network. In a distributed system such as WM, examination of regions in the
context of large scale network properties over time is a necessary step toward a comprehensive
description of how brain networks cope with injury.
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1.8. Study hypotheses
In order to understand the cerebellum’s contribution to WM function following TBI, several
strategies were taken to build upon previous fMRI studies. The first was an examination of
cerebellar relationships with performance during speeded WM task. The second involved
examination of the cerebellum’s functional connectivity with the rest of the brain during WM task
performance. For the purposes of the current studies, low demands on WM capacity were induced
within participants via use of a modified digit-symbol substitution test (cf., Hillary et al., 2010). This
established a consistent WM capacity demand. An advantage to this approach was that
superordinate strategies and interference effects that emerge at higher levels of WM burden were
not an issue. Variance in speed of processing served as the primary behavioral metric of interest as
a marker of system efficiency during accurate WM performance. Accuracy was examined in the
studies below as an auxiliary analysis; accuracy was not a primary focus for the current study due to
(1) the high accuracy observed in a previous use of the modified digit symbol substitution test in TBI
(Hillary et al., 2010) and (2) the possibility that accuracy failures may be due to difficulties in
attention, which was not a primary focus of the current study. Task load in the modified digit
symbol substitution test was manipulated by varying the consistency of stimulus presentation to
introduce longer maintenance of WM information in mind and increased variance in performance
(see section 2.2).

1.8.1. Analysis 1: General linear model of cerebellar signal variation during WM
Three competing plausible hypotheses of cerebellar functioning following TBI were
examined with a traditional general linear model examination of activation during the task. The first
was that differences in cerebellar functioning observed in TBI are compensatory and facilitate
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recovery; specifically, that they demonstrate a positive correlation between performance and the
BOLD signal (cf., Hillary, 2008; McAllister et al., 1999; McAllister et al., 2001). The second was that
differences in cerebellar functioning observed in TBI are accounted for by a negative relationship
between performance and the BOLD signal and represent latent cognitive resources that are
brought online to cope with cognitive challenge (cf., Hillary, 2008; Hillary et al., 2010). Previous
analyses have not examined the BOLD fMRI signal in the cerebellum with event-related designs,
limiting the ability to appropriately discriminate between hypotheses 1 and 2 in the cerebellum.
Finally, it was possible that the cerebellum maintained a simple stabilizing function in network
modulation following moderate to severe TBI. Specifically, activation in the cerebellum may have
achieved a different baseline degree of activation in TBI but be relatively insensitive to speeded WM
performance. In this case, recruitment of the cerebellum may decrease with task exposure but
remain relatively insensitive to specific trial response time, which would represent a general
sensitivity to learning that is separate from individual cognitive events during WM performance. To
discriminate between these hypotheses, the current study employed an event-related task
designed to maximize observations of behavioral performance to detect relationships with
cerebellar BOLD activity. Response time served at the dependent variable, and a general linear
model was used to examine the effects of group, time spent on task, and load on the BOLD
response and its relationship with response time.

1.8.2. Analysis 2: Graph theoretical analysis of the cerebellum’s contribution during WM
As discussed throughout this manuscript, the cerebellum exists within and contributes to a
larger, distributed WM system continuously in time during WM performance. Thus, a focus
uniquely on cerebellar associations with performance provides a limited context for the
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cerebellum’s role. In order to examine the distributed network characteristics of cerebellar
contributions following TBI, a graph theoretical analysis was employed.
To examine the cerebellum’s contribution to WM and learning following TBI, graph theory
analysis was applied to fMRI data acquired sustained task performance and load manipulations
during WM to induce transient variations in cognitive burden. Hypotheses were extensions of the
latent support hypothesis the cerebellum’s role in low-frequency fMRI networks during WM
processing. Specifically:

1) Given the observed interactivity between the WM-critical DLPFC and cerebellum in fMRI
studies (cf., Krienen & Buckner, 2009) and evidence of anatomical connectivity between the
lobule Crus II and BA 46 (Kelly & Strick, 2003), the functional connectivity between five
cerebellar regions implicated in WM and executive function processing, VI, Crus I, Crus II,
VIIB, and VIIIA, as well as three regions of the DLPFC, BA 9, 10, and 46, was examined. It
was hypothesized that increased connectivity between the DLPFC and cerebellar lobules
would be observed in TBI, during higher loads, and earlier during the task, representing
increased simultaneous engagement of DLPFC and cerebellar resources in response to
challenge.

2) Consistent with previous studies of resting state network activity following TBI, it was
hypothesized that individuals with TBI will have less efficient distributed neural activity (i.e.,
much greater “costs” as determined by the overall weight of functional connectivity in the
brain) that would be sensitive to manipulations of cognitive challenge (i.e., task load and
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exposure). This was represented in the graph theory metrics of network transitivity,
network efficiency, and mean connection strength in the entire brain.

3) It was hypothesized that cerebellar lobules involved in WM and executive functions,
specifically VI, Crus I, Crus II, VIIB, and VIIIA, would become more central features of the
graph in individuals with TBI. Graph theory metrics of strength and betweenness centrality
were hypothesized to increase in these regions during high conditions of challenge. This
would support the notion that as task demands increase, cerebellar lobules most directly
anatomically connected to WM regions become hubs of functional activity to support
ongoing network operation.
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2. Methods
2.1. Participants
This study included 12 individuals from the ages of 18-55 that sustained a moderate to severe TBI as
defined by a score of <13 on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS; Teasdale & Jennett, 1974) or as
confirmed by a positive CT finding and 12 age and education matched healthy controls. Individuals
were excluded on the basis of any other significant history of neurological disease, such as stroke,
epilepsy, tumor; any significant psychiatric history, or inability to use either arm or hand for basic
motor responses, such as trigger presses. Individuals with TBI were recruited from The Pennsylvania
State University Hershey Medical Center by physician invitation. Age and education matched
healthy controls were recruited via flyers posted at Hershey Medical Center and in State College. All
potential participants were screened by phone based upon the exclusionary criteria.

2.2. fMRI task
All participants underwent fMRI scanning at the Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, PA and Hershey Medical
Center, Hershey, PA during a cognitive task involving WM
based on the Digit Symbol Substitution Test
neuropsychological test. The study protocol was approved by
The Pennsylvania State University’s Institutional Review Board
and all participants provided written informed consent prior
Top: Level 1 or 2 of task as it appears in the
scanner. Bottom: Level 3 of the task.

to participating in the study. Participants performed four 8minute runs in an event-related design including 60 trials

each. Participants were given one response trigger for each hand (Nordic ResponseGrip triggers).
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Each stimulus presentation and response period occurred within a jittered event-related design and
lasted for a total of 3.5 seconds, during which time participants viewed an array of 9 symbol and
digit (1 through 9) pairings as well as one “target” symbol digit pairing below it. They were
instructed to respond with the right trigger if the bottom stimulus pairing was present in the array
above and with the left trigger if the bottom stimulus pairing was absent. To achieve differences in
performance and increase challenge, there were 3 levels of difficulty within each run, with each
difficulty level taking a total of 2.33 minutes including rest periods. The first level involved constant
symbol-digit target pairings with a constant symbol array to maximize learning. The second level
involved random symbol-digit target pairings with a constant symbol array. The third level involved
symbol digit pairings in random numerical order and with a random symbol array (see inset above
for an example of the stimulus away as it appears during scanning). Load levels were pseudocounterbalanced across runs. All individuals were required to meet a threshold of 90% accuracy
before entering the scanner to ensure that they were able to engage in the task. See Table 1 for
overall scanning procedures on the day of scan.
Table 1: Characteristics of the in-scanner task
Run length (4

# of Volumes

Total

Trials per

Load levels

Trials per

Total Trials

total runs)

per run

trials

run

per run

load (each

per load level

run)
8mins, 8
244

240

59

seconds each

30

3

20

80

2.3. MRI parameters
MRI images were acquired with parameters that have previously been published in fMRI
investigations of WM in TBI (Hillary et al., 2010; Medaglia et al., 2011; Scheibel et al., 2009). First, 3D high resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE images (9.9 ms/4.6 ms/8° repetition time/echo time/flip
angleTR/TE/FA), 240 X 204 X 150 mm3 field of view (FOV), 256 X 205 X 150 acquisition matrix, two
averages, was acquired to provide high resolution underlays for functional brain activation. Echo
planar imaging (EPI) was used for functional imaging. Imaging parameters for EPI will consist of:
2,000ms/30 ms/89°, TR/TE/FA, 230 X 230 mm3 FOV, 80 X 80 acquisition matrix, thirty-four 4-mmthick axial slices with no gap between slices.

2.4. Data preprocessing
2.4.1. SPM: whole brain preprocessing
Preprocessing of whole brain fMRI data was performed using SPM8 software
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm8). Preprocessing steps included realignment of functional data of
each trial to the first functional image of that trial using affine transformation (Ashburner et al.,
1997; Friston et al., 1996). Functional images were then coregistered to the individual’s T1
MPRAGE, and all data were normalized using a standardized T1 template from the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) using a 12-parameter affine approach and bilinear interpolation.
Functional data were resampled to a voxel size of 2x2x2mm3. Normalized time series data were
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 4x4x4mm3.
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2.4.2. SUIT: cerebellum preprocessing
Standard whole-brain preprocessing results in significant spatial error in the cerebellum.
The SUIT toolbox provides a spatially unbiased reference for cerebellar normalization and greatly
reduces errors in estimation in the cerebellum (Diedrichsen et al., 2009). The SUIT toolbox was used
to automatically identify and normalize the cerebellum for all participants for both studies.

2.4.3. SPM: Residual time series
For Analysis 2 (please see below), residual time series corrected for nuisance signals were
calculated for the whole brain and cerebellar data. To remove the influence of physiological
nuisance, and movement effects, a bandpass filter to retain data in the frequency range .008 to .08
Hz was used. Movement time series for X,Y,Z plane translation and pitch, roll, and yaw from the
realignment step were included as regressors. Finally, autoregressive effects in the time series were
removed at a lag of 1.
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2.5. Data analysis
2.5.1. Analysis 1 analysis: general linear model of cerebellar signal variation during WM
2.5.1.1. First level analysis
Six sets of contrasts were developed for each condition for each person on the first level.
The first set was the positive regression of the observed BOLD time series onto the expected time
series based on the convolution of the canonical hrf with the series of task onsets. The second set
was the negative regression with the same. The third set was the positive regression of the
observed BOLD time series onto the expected time series based on the convolution of the canonical
hrf with the series of task response times as a parametric modulator. The fourth set was the
negative regression of the same. The fifth was the positive regression of the observed BOLD time
series onto the expected time series based on the convolution of the canonical hrf with accuracy.
The sixth was the negative of the same.

2.5.1.2. Second level analysis
Three mixed-effects linear models were implemented in SPM to discriminate between
hypotheses. The first was a mixed effects model of the effects of group (2: TBI, HC), load (3 levels)
and session (4 epochs) on BOLD signal during the task. The second was the same mixed model for
associations of the BOLD signal with response time during the task. The third mixed effects model
was the same mixed model for associations of the BOLD signal with accuracy during the task. Posthoc t-contrasts were created for each effect to display the positive and negative relationships
between the BOLD signal and task, response time, and accuracy.
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2.5.2. Analysis 2 analysis: graph theoretical analysis of the cerebellum’s contribution during WM
2.5.2.1. Data extraction
In order to provide an informed basis for data extraction across brain regions, the Wake
Forest Unversity Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003) was used via SPM8 to mask all Brodmann’s areas
bilaterally, subcortical regions including the bilateral hippocampus, pons, basal ganglia, and
thalamus. The Pickatlas uses probabilistically normalized regions of interest that are consistent with
MNI space, making them compatible for analysis with data normalized to SPM8’s canonical
template. The SUIT toolbox was used to define masks for the cerebellar lobules. There were a total
of 144 regions of interest.

2.5.2.2. Graph theory analysis
To address the hypotheses, scripts from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov & Sporns,
2010) were called via custom software in Matlab to perform all primary analyses. First, a correlation
matrix of weighted, undirected connections for each individual’s 144 timeseries was computed for
each load level of each run to examine the influence of task exposure on connectivity. For
estimation of betweenness centrality, absolute value, positive, and negative network nodes,
elements within each matrix were inverted as a mapping of connection weight to distance (I.e., a
higher weight implies a shorter “distance” between nodes).Because the analysis was conducted in
the time domain and trials were administered in a “jittered” design with no epoch long enough for
total reduction of the BOLD response, no true rest periods contributed to the signal. This leveraged
the strength of an event-design’s sampling of multiple phases of the continuous hrf signal.
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2.5.2.3. Examining hypothesis 1:
To investigate the hypothesis that DLPFC connectivity with the contralateral WM regions
was affected by group, task load, and session, Fisher R-to-Z corrected correlation coefficients were
submitted to mixed effects models via the lme4 package in R, with 2 levels for the factor variable
group (TBI and controls, between groups), 3 levels for load (within subjects), and 4 levels for task
exposure (within subjects). Post hoc t-tests were conducted for significant effects to assess the
direction of effects. Hypothesis two would find support if the connectivity between the DLPFC and
WM cerebellar lobules increased in the TBI sample, increased with load, and decreased with the
novelty of the tasks.

2.5.2.4. Examining hypothesis 2:
To investigate the hypothesis that increased brain-wide functional connectivity were
sensitive to cognitive challenge, graph theory metrics for the whole brain (mean network strength,
clustering, and transitivity) were submitted to a mixed effects model via the lme4 package in R
software with 2 levels for group as a factor variable (TBI and controls, between groups), 3 levels for
load (within subjects), and 4 levels for task exposure (within subjects). Post hoc t-tests were
conducted for significant effects to assess the direction of effects. Hypothesis 1 would find support
if whole brain connectivity was found to be greater in TBI, increased with task load, and decreased
with task exposure.
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2.5.2.5. Examining hypothesis 3:
Graph theory metrics for the correlation matrices for each condition (group, load, and session)
were examined with scripts from Indiana State University’s Brain Connectivity toolbox. For each
region in the cerebellum known to be anatomically or functionally related to WM processing
(bilateral Lobules VI, VIIb, VIIIa, Crus I and Crus II), three primary metrics were used to determine
the role of cerebellar WM regions within the broader WM network from different analytic
perspectives: betweenness centrality, clustering, and cumulative strength of connections with the
rest of the brain:

1) Betweenness centrality is defined as the fraction of all shortest paths in a network that
contain a given node (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010). Nodes with a high betweenness centrality
participate in a large number of shortest paths. Paths within a network are sequences of
nodes (in this case, regions of interest) that have edges connecting one another. Therefore,
betweenness centrality is a metric that attempts to summarize a node’s relative importance
to “connecting” regions within a network. It was hypothesized that lobules of the
cerebellum involved in WM processing would have higher betweenness centrality among
individuals with TBI, = during higher load conditions, and earlier during the task.

2) Because there are assumptions of graph “structure” involved with betweenness centrality
parameters (e.g., that each ROI is a “step” in the path when this may not be anatomically
accurate), a secondary metric was used to corroborate findings from betweenness centrality
analyses. To more generally assess a given cerebellum node’s contribution to network
connectivity, its strength was computed. This provided its proportional correlational role in
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the network without assumptions about its configuration as a “step” in information
processing. It was hypothesized that the strength of connections in the cerebellar WM
regions would higher among individuals with TBI, during conditions of higher load, and
earlier versus later.

3) The clustering coefficient computes the number of completely connected triplets of nodes
out of all possible combinations of neighboring nodes. It was hypothesized that the
clustering coefficient of cerebellar lobules would be higher in individuals with TBI, higher in
conditions of increased load, and earlier during the task.

Following computation of graph theory metrics, the betweenness centrality and strength for
each cerebellar region was separately submitted to a mixed effects model via the lme4 package in
R, with 2 levels for the factor variable group (TBI and controls, between groups), 3 levels for load
(within subjects), and 4 levels for task exposure (within subjects). Post hoc t-tests were conducted
for significant effects to assess the direction of effects. Hypothesis two would find support if the
centrality of cerebellar lobules increased in the TBI sample, increased with load, and decreased with
the novelty of the tasks.
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3. Results
3.1. Participants

The final TBI sample had a mean GCS score of 6.9 (SD = 4.5), mean age 37.5 (SD = 13.1), and
mean education level of 13.3 years (SD = 1.4) for 7 females and 5 males. The final HC sample had a
mean education level of 13.1 years (SD = 1.2) and a mean age of 23.6 (SD = 5.8) for 6 females and 6
males. There was a significant difference between groups for age (t = -3.237, df = 22, p = 0.005).

3.2. Behavior

3.2.1. Accuracy
The effect of group, load, and session were examined via a mixed effects model. Accuracy was
nearly significantly different during the speeded WM task between groups (p = .07), significantly
different across load levels (p = .04) and significantly different over sessions (p<0.001). There were
no significant interactions between group, load, and session. Importantly, significant effect size
changes due to load and time were marginal (about 1%) with narrow variance (see Model 1 and
Model 2 in Table 2; see Figure 3).
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Table 2: Effects of group, load, and session on accuracy.
Model 1: Main Effects of Group, Load and Session on Accuracy
Parameter Estimate
Std. Error
Intercept

Likelihood Ratio Test 2 (1 df) value

p-value

18.611ǂ <0.001*

0.822

0.044183

Group

0.108023

0.057915

3.2485

0.07

Load

-0.012363

0.006124

4.0437

0.04*

0.016327

0.004473

Session

13 <0.001*

Note: P-values of less than .05 are bolded with an asterisk. P values are calculated using the likelihood ratio
test. A ǂ denotes the use of a Wald statistic for the intercept-only significance test.

Model 2: Effects of Interactions between Group, Load, and Session on Accuracy
2
Likelihood Ratio Test  (1 df) value
Parameter Estimate
Std. Error

p-value

14.697ǂ <0.001*

Intercept

0.801352

0.054524

Group

0.117873

0.066715

--

†

Load

-0.005976

0.016175

--

†

Session

0.025994

0.012628

--

†

Group*Load

0.003235

0.012227

0.07

0.79

Group*Session

-0.006528

0.008929

0.53

0.465

Load*Session

-0.003202

0.005468

0.34

0.55

Note: P-values of less than .05 are bolded with an asterisk. P values are calculated using the likelihood ratio
test. A † indicates that the parameter was not tested because it also contributes to an interaction and was
previously tested in the main effects model (i.e., in Model 1). A ǂ denotes the use of a Wald statistic for the
intercept-only significance test.
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Figure 3: Accuracy during speeded WM task for controls and individuals with TBI

3.2.2. Response Time
The effects of group, load, and session on task on response time were examined via a mixed
effects model. Response time was significantly affected by group (p = 0.03) and load (p < 0.001).
There was a significant interaction effect between group and load (p = 0.006) and load and session
(p = 0.02). Individuals with TBI were slower on average than healthy controls. Increases in load lead
to increases in response time. Load more significantly increased response time among healthy
controls than individuals with TBI. Load was most significantly associated with increased response
time at session four (see Model 3, Model 4 in Table 3; see Figure 4).
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Table 3: Effects of group, load, and session on response time
Model 3: Main effects of Group, Load, and Session on Response time
Parameter Estimate

Std. Error

Likelihood Ratio Test  (1 df) value

p-value

Intercept

1738.669

74.752

36.55

<0.001*

Group

-213.934

92.278

4.8488

0.03*

Load

117.976

13.468

67.359

<0.001*

1.376

9.836

0.0196

0.89

Session

2

Note: P-values of less than .05 are bolded with an asterisk. P values are calculated using the likelihood ratio
test. A ǂ denotes the use of a Wald statistic for the intercept-only significance test.

Model 4: Effects of Interactions between Group, Load, and Session on Response time.
2
Likelihood Ratio Test  (1 df) value
Parameter Estimate
Std. Error
Intercept

p-value

1913.69

101.04

Group

-290.9

116.41

--

†

Load

13.72

34.67

--

†

-39.84

27.06

--

†

Group*Load

71.97

26.21

7.4379

0.006*

Group*Time

-26.79

19.14

1.9526

0.16

27.31

11.72

5.3441

0.02*

Session

Load*Time

18.94 <0.001*

Note: P-values of less than .05 are bolded with an asterisk. P values are calculated using the likelihood ratio
test. A † indicates that the parameter was not tested because it also contributes to an interaction and was
previously tested in the main effects model (i.e., in Model 3). A ǂ denotes the use of a Wald statistic for the
intercept-only significance test.
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Figure 4: Reaction times during the speeded WM task for controls and individuals with TBI

3.2.3. The effect of age
Given differences in age between samples, the effect of age on accuracy and RT were
examined. There was no effect of age on accuracy. There was a nearly significant positive trend for
the effect of age on RT (Parameter estimate = 7.871, Std. Error = 3.91, t(24) = 2.013, p = 0.06; See
Supplementary Figures 1 and 2).
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3.3. Analysis 1
3.3.1. GLM 1: positive task-related BOLD activation
3.3.1.1. Main effect of task
Significant peaks of activation during the task were found in the left Crus I, left VI, left IX, and
right Crus I. Additional significantly activated voxels were found in the left Crus II, left I-IV, left V, left
VIIB, left VIIIA, right Crus II, right I-IV, right V, right VIIB, and right VIIIA (See Table 4, Figure 5).

Table 4: Peaks of significant activation during the WM task
p(FWE-corr)
p(FDR-corr)
T
equivZ
p(unc)

x,y,z {mm}

Lobules

0

0.00000 12.03593

--

0.00000

[-6 -74 -26]

Left Crus I

0

0.00000 11.16091

--

0.00000

[8 -72 -28]

Right Crus I

0

0.00000 11.02996

--

0.00000

[-30 -68 -26]

Left VI

0.577568 0.43826767 3.467967 3.426224

0.00031

[-4 -40 -42]

Left IX

Figure 5: Significantly activated voxels in the cerebellum during the WM task.
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3.3.1.2. Main effect of group
There were peaks of more significant activation among individuals with TBI in the left
lobule VI, left VIIIA, left Crus I, left Crus II, right V, right VI, right IX, and right Crus I (See Figure 6;
Table 5).

Table 5: Peaks significantly more active among individuals with TBI than healthy controls
p(FWE-corr)
p(FDR-corr)
T
equivZ
p(unc)
x,y,z {mm} Lobule
2.25E-06

0.00003 6.478554

6.235275

2.25E-10 [2 -54 -36]

Right IX

0.000122

0.0006671 5.751689

5.577557

1.22E-08 [-6 -70 -24]

Left VI

0.009816 0.02015425 4.770424

4.667767

1.52E-06 [8 -70 -26]

Right VI

0.005735 0.01958464 4.903069

4.792132

8.25E-07 [-26 -66 -24]

Left VI

0.009231 0.02015425 4.785769

4.682176

1.42E-06 [16 -68 -44]

Right VIIIA

0.069085 0.09141706 4.246998

4.173094

1.50E-05 [30 -70 -26]

Right VI

0.122282 0.14805362 4.074516

4.008778

3.05E-05 [-12 -80 -28]

Left Crus I

0.2158418 3.929778

3.870417

5.43E-05 [16 -50 -22]

Right VI

0.471818 0.43473757 3.572521

3.527138

0.00021 [-38 -62 -44]

Left Crus II

0.716718 0.75798034 3.329376

3.292162 0.000497 [6 -58 -18]

Right V

0.786418 0.87616121 3.252833

3.217984 0.000645 [-14 -66 -46]

Left VIIIA

0.864238 0.97409448 3.151837

3.119963 0.000904 [-8 -78 -26]

Right Crus I

0.866801 0.97409448 3.148028

3.116263 0.000916 [-8 -66 -44]

Left VIIIA

0.87726 0.97409448 3.132017

3.100708 0.000965 [-26 -52 -24]

Left VI

0.19045
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Figure 6: Voxels more significantly active in individuals with TBI relative to healthy controls

3.3.1.3. Main effect of load
There was a main effect of load in the left VI and the right Crus II (See Table 6; Figure 7).
Table 6: Peaks significantly predicted by increases in load
p(FWE-corr) p(FDR-corr)
T
equivZ
p(unc)

x,y,z {mm}

Lobule

9.87E-05

[12 -72 -36]

Right Crus II

0.8382504 7.704744 3.258784 0.000559

[-20 -56 -20]

Left VI

0.354647 0.45816717 9.553685 3.722423
0.836928

Figure 7: Voxels significantly predicted by increases in load.
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3.3.1.4. Main effect of session
Activity in the right Crus I was positively predicted by session (See Table 7; Figure 8).
Table 7: Peak of activation positively predicted by session.
P(FWE-corr) p(FDR-corr)
T
equivZ
p(unc)
0.534635

0.2847286

6.877473

3.571088

0.000178

x,y,z {mm}

Lobule

[40 -56 -30]

Right Crus I

Figure 8: Voxels of activation positively predicted by session.

3.3.2. GLM 2: positive relationship between BOLD and response time
3.3.2.1. Main effect of response time
Peaks were found for the positive effect of response time on the activity in the left VI, left IX,
left Crus I, right VI, right VIIB, right IX, right Crus I, and right Crus II (See Table 8; Figure 9). Activation
additionally extended into the right Crus II.
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Table 8: BOLD fMRI positively predicted by regression onto response time
p(FWE-corr)
p(FDR-corr)
T
equivZ
p(unc)
x,y,z {mm}
5.44E-07

Lobule

0.00001

46.79895

6.453526

5.46E-11

[-6 -70 -24]

Left Crus I

1.82E-05 0.00013504

38.81672

5.898923

1.83E-09

[10 -74 -38]

Right Crus II

0.001547

0.0054097

28.95196

5.106935

1.64E-07

[10 -72 -28]

Right Crus II

0.002969

0.0063076

27.39332

4.967636

3.39E-07

[-38 -58 -32]

Left Crus I

0.056691 0.05562531

20.30677

4.266697

9.92E-06

[-34 -50 -32]

Left VI

0.003228

0.0063076

27.19366

4.949456

3.72E-07

[-10 -48 -18]

Left VI

0.003603

0.0063076

26.93126

4.925442

4.21E-07

[2 -56 -40]

Right IX

0.13099

0.1051439

18.21351

4.032844

2.76E-05

[38 -52 -32]

Right Crus I

0.166537

0.1273262

17.5911

3.960331

3.74E-05

[-30 -70 -32]

Left Crus I

0.540173 0.42870348

14.10186

3.523382

0.000213

[38 -66 -32]

Right Crus I

0.694658 0.51824379

13.07222

3.382732

0.000359

[24 -68 -28]

Right VI

0.821039 0.72157302

12.1613

3.252894

0.000571

[-10 -52 -40]

Left IX

0.851003 0.76771039

11.9121

3.216408

0.000649

[-22 -54 -20]

Left VI

0.874946 0.80730038

11.69485

3.184241

0.000726

[18 -52 -50]

Right VIIB

0.923879 0.96434832

11.16426

3.104212

0.000954

[-4 -52 -46]

Left IX

Figure 9: Voxels significantly positively predicted by regression onto response times
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3.3.2.2. Main effect of group
Null.
3.3.2.3. Main effect of load
Null.
3.3.2.4. Main effect of session
Null.
3.3.3. Effect of age
Given age differences between the samples, the effect of age on the BOLD signal across
participants was examined. Age did not significantly predict the BOLD signal amplitude in any
cerebellar lobule or affect significant findings.
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3.4. Analysis 2

3.4.1. Cerebellum – DLPFC functional connectivity
For a tabulated summary of significant effects, please see Table 9.
3.4.1.1. Cerebellum functional connectivity with the contralateral BA 9
3.4.1.1.1. Effect of group
Functional connectivity between the left Crus I and right BA 9 (Parameter estimate = 0.14,
Std. Error = 0.06, t(24) = 2.421, p = 0.02) and between the right VI and left BA 9 (Parameter estimate
= 0.10, Std. Error = 0.05, t(24) = 2.154, p = 0.04) was lower in individuals with TBI (see Figure 10).

3.4.1.1.2. Effect of load
There was no main effect of load for any connection.

3.4.1.1.3. Effect of session
There was a main effect of session on the functional connectivity between the left VI
(Parameter estimate = -0.04, Std. Error = 0.01, t(258) = -3.56, p = <0.001), Crus I (Parameter
estimate = -0.03, Std. Error = 0.01, t(258) = -3.103, p = 0.002), Crus II (Parameter estimate = -0.02,
Std. Error = 0.01, t(258) = -2.181, p = 0.03), and VIIB (Parameter estimate = -0.02, Std. Error = 0.01,
t(258) = -2.241, p = 0.03) with the right BA 9. Functional connectivity in these regions decreased
over sessions.
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Figure 10: Cerebellar connections with contralateral BA 9

3.4.1.2. Cerebellum functional connectivity with the contralateral BA 10
3.4.1.2.1. Main effect of group
Functional connectivity between the left Crus I and the right BA 10 (Parameter estimate =
0.13, Std. Error = 0.06, t(24) = 2.138, p = 0.04) was significantly lower in individuals with TBI (see
Figure 11).
3.4.1.2.2. Main effect of load
Functional connectivity between the left Crus I and right BA 10 (Parameter estimate = -0.03,
Std. Error = 0.01, t(258) = -2.200, p = 0.03) and between the right VIIB and left BA 10 (Parameter
estimate = -0.03, Std. Error = 0.01, t(258) = -2.047, p = 0.04) decreased with increases in load.

3.4.1.2.3. Main effect of session
Functional connectivity between the left Crus I and right BA 10 (Parameter estimate = -0.02,
Std. Error = 0.01, t(258) = -2.115, p = 0.04) decreased over sessions.
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Figure 11: Cerebellar correlations with contralateral BA 10

3.4.1.3. Cerebellum functional connectivity with the contralateral BA 46
3.4.1.3.1. Main effect of group
The functional connectivity between the right VI and left BA 46 (Parameter estimate = 0.12,
Std. Error = 0.05, t(24) = 2.35, p = 0.03) was significantly lower in individuals with TBI (see Figure
13).

3.4.1.3.2. Main effect of load
There was no main effect of load for any connection.

3.4.1.3.3. Main effect of session
There was no main effect of session for any connection.
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Figure 13: Cerebellar correlations with contralateral BA 46

Table 9: Effects of group, load, and session on the connectivity between WM cerebellar
lobules and DLPFC regions BA9, BA10, BA46.
Effect
Group
Region

BA9

BA10 BA46

Load
BA9

Left

BA10 BA46

Session
BA9

BA10 BA46

VI
Crus I
Crus II
VIIB
VIIIA
Right
VI
Crus I
Crus II
VIIB
VIIIA
Note: Green cells indicate positive effects at p<0.05 (For “Group,” TBI is the
reference group, and green indicates greater value among healthy controls). Red
cells indicate negative effects at p<0.05.
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3.4.2. Whole brain connectivity
3.4.2.1. Whole brain connectivity– effect of group
There were no significant differences in the average strength, transitivity, and efficiency of
the whole brain network between the TBI and control sample (See Table 9; See Figure 14).
Additionally, there was no significant difference between groups in the “small-worldness” of
network topology (TBI = 1.0148, HC = 0.98).
3.4.2.2. Whole brain connectivity – effect of load
No significant effects of task load were found on average strength, transitivity, or efficiency.

3.4.2.3. Whole brain connectivity - effect of session
No significant effects of session were found for whole network average strength, efficiency,
or transitivity.
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Table 10: Effects of group, session, and load on the average strength, transitivity, and efficiency of
the whole brain network.
Average Strength
Fixed Effect
(Intercept)

Test Value p value

Parameter Estimate Std. Error

43.4723

5.133

152

8.469

<0.001

factor(Group)

7.3192

5.7416

75

1.275

0.206

Session

1.2356

1.4616

258

0.845

0.399

Load

0.7962

1.872

258

0.425

0.671

factor(Group):Session

-0.2896

1.0347

258

-0.28

0.78

factor(Group):Load

-0.9537

1.4282

258

-0.668

0.505

Session:Load

-0.1769

0.6332

258

-0.279

0.78

Efficiency
Fixed Effect

Parameter Estimate Std. Error

Test Value p value

(Intercept)

0.339646

0.031633

157

10.737

<0.001

factor(Group)

0.036573

0.035141

76

1.041

0.301

Session

0.010911

0.009041

264

1.207

0.229

Load

0.007283

0.011581

264

0.629

0.53

factor(Group):Session

-0.00268

0.006393

264

-0.419

0.676

-0.0036

0.008754

264

-0.411

0.682

-0.002

0.003915

264

-0.511

0.61

factor(Group):Load
Session:Load
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Transitivity
Fixed Effect

Parameter Estimate Std. Error

Test Value p value

(Intercept)

0.275

0.038

157

7.261

<0.001

factor(Group)

0.053

0.042

77

1.25

0.215

Session

0.006

0.011

258

0.543

0.587

Load

0.005

0.014

258

0.368

0.713

factor(Group):Session

0.000

0.008

258

0.052

0.959

factor(Group):Load

-0.007

0.011

258

-0.652

0.515

Session:Load

-0.001

0.005

258

-0.19

0.849

Figure 14: Graph theory metrics for all connections in the whole network

3.4.3. Cerebellum Connectivity
For brevity, parameter values for cerebellum connectivity mixed effects models are only
reported for effects at p<0.05 or where theoretically relevant for testing the hypotheses. For a
consolidated view of significant effects, see Table 10.
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3.4.3.1. Strength
3.4.3.1.1. Effect of Group
Group had a significant effect on the total strength of connections to the right Crus I
(Parameter estimate = 9.73, Std. Error = 24.15, t(24) = 2.617, p = 0.015). A nearly significant effect
was found for the left Crus I (p = 0.08), left VIIB (p = 0.10), left VIIIA (p = 0.07), and right Crus II (p =
0.09). The strength of connections to these lobules was lower in individuals with TBI (See Figure 15).

3.4.3.1.2. Effect of load
Load had no significant effects on the strength of any cerebellar lobules.

3.4.3.1.3. Effect of session
Session had no significant effect on the strength of any cerebellar lobules.

3.4.3.1.4. Interactions
There were no significant interaction effects.
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Figure 15: Strength of connections for cerebellar lobules in the whole network

3.4.3.2. Clustering
3.4.3.2.1. Effect of Group
There was a main effect of group on the clustering coefficient of the right Crus I (Parameter
estimate = 0.07, Std. Error = 0.03, t(24) = 24.08, p = 0.02). There was a nearly significant effect for
the left VI (p = 0.09), left Crus I (p = 0.06), left Crus II (p = 0.06), left VIIB (p =0.07), left VIIIA (p =
0.06), and right VIIB (p = 0.08). The clustering coefficient in these lobules was higher in individuals
with TBI than in healthy individuals (See Figure 16).

3.4.3.2.2. Effect of load
There was no main effect of load on the clustering coefficient among total connections for
any cerebellar lobule of interest.
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3.4.3.2.3. Effect of session
There was no main effect of session on the clustering coefficient of any cerebellar lobule of
interest.

3.4.3.2.4. Interactions
There were no significant interactions for any of the cerebellar lobules of interest.
Figure 16: Clustering coefficients for cerebellar lobules in the whole network

3.4.3.3. Betweenness centrality
3.4.3.3.1. Effect of group
The betweenness centrality of the right Crus II (Parameter estimate = 23.56, Std. Error =
11.308, t(24) = -2.083, p = 0.05) was higher in individuals with TBI relative to healthy controls (See
Figure 17).
3.4.3.3.2. Effect of load
There was a significant negative effect of load on only the betweenness centrality within the
negative network of the right Crus I (Parameter estimate = -23.66, Std. Error = 12.2, t(258) = -2.001,
p = 0.05).
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3.4.3.3.3. Effect of session
Session had a significant effect on the betweenness centrality of the left VIIIA (Parameter
estimate = 7.233, Std. Error = 3.03, t(258) = 2.384, p = 0.02). There was a nearly significant effect of
session on the betweenness centrality of the left Crus I (Parameter estimate = 10.53, Std. Error =
6.00, t(258) = 1.80, p = 0.07).

3.4.3.3.4. Interactions
There were no significant interactions for any cerebellar lobules of interest.
Figure 17: Betweenness centrality of cerebellar lobules in the whole network
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Table 11: Effect of Group, Load, and Session on Graph Theory Metrics in the Cerebellum
Effect
Group
Region
Left

S

C

Load
B

S

C

Session
B

S

C

B

VI
Crus I
Crus II
VIIB
VIIIA

Right

VI
Crus I
Crus II
VIIB
VIIIA

Note: S = strength, C = clustering, B = betweenness centrality. Green cells indicate
positive effects at p<0.05 (For “Group,” TBI is the reference group, and green indicates a
greater value among healthy controls). Red cells indicate negative effects at p<0.05.
Lighter green or red shading indicates a positive or negative effect, respectively, at
p<0.10.
3.4.4. The effect of age
Given between group differences in age, the effect of age on functional connectivity and
graph theory parameters was examined. No relationships were observed between age and whole brain
average connection strength, transitivity, or efficiency. Weak non-significant negative effects of age on
DLPFC-cerebellum connectivity, cerebellum connection strength, and clustering coefficient were
observed for each examined cerebellar ROI. There was less evidence of a weak non-significant effect of
age on the betweenness centrality of all WM cerebellar lobules. See Supplementary Figure 3 for a plot of
the relationship between age and cerebellar connectivity.
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4. Discussion

Two studies examined the relationship between cerebellar hemodynamic activity (1) with
respect to speeded WM task performance and (2) in the context of the whole brain during WM task
performance. Analysis 1 was intended to discriminate between three hypotheses of the
cerebellum’s role following TBI. Analysis 2 was intended to examine the hypotheses that DLPFC to
cerebellar functional connectivity would increase under conditions of cognitive challenge, broadly
defined, that the whole brain network would be more significantly connected in conditions of
cognitive challenge, and that regions of the cerebellum known to contribute to WM functioning
would increase in centrality under conditions of cognitive challenge. An important context for the
current findings was participants’ performance on the behavioral task. Individuals with TBI showed
significantly slower response times and a trend toward less accurate performance than HCs. Both
samples were highly accurate throughout the task with more substantial variance in response
times. This discussion will first separately review the findings of each study with respect to their
hypotheses. Then, a general discussion of the role of the cerebellum in speeded WM processing will
integrate findings from both studies.

4.1. Analysis 1
Findings from Analysis 1 indicated that each cerebellar lobule showed functional activation
during performance of the WM task. Additionally, regions involved in WM including the bilateral VI,
bilateral Crus I, left VIIIA, and right Crus showed higher activation in individuals with TBI than in
controls during the WM task. There was a positive effect of task load on the right Crus II and left VI
as well as a positive effect of session on the right lateral Crus I. With respect to response time,
activity was positively predicted in the bilateral VI, IX, Crus I, Crus II, and right VIIB. There was no
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significant effect of group, session, or load. Interestingly, no regions of negative activation or
negative relationships with behavioral performance were observed. This suggests that, at the level
of temporal resolution of fMRI, cerebellar mechanisms are recruited in inverse proportion to the
efficiency of the outgoing response during WM processing. Future directions based on this
observation are discussed further below.
The results from Analysis 1 indicate that the majority of cerebellar lobules share some
similarities with the DLPFC, ACC, and inferior parietal lobe following TBI. Specifically, all cerebellar
lobules, including those known to support WM networks, were recruited after TBI. Critically, the
bilateral VI, IX, Crus I, Crus II, and right VIIB all demonstrated positive relationships with response
time during the task. Thus, trial-to-trial challenge during the task was highly predictive of
performance and partially explains the differences between groups.
Unlike findings in the DLPFC, ACC, and parietal lobe among TBI and healthy individuals in
previous studies, the cerebellum did not demonstrate pervasive increases in activity with increases
in load. There was only a significant positive effect of load on a small peak in the right Crus II and
the left VI. While there was a significant effect of task load on the response times of healthy
individuals, individuals with TBI had slower response times consistently across the three load levels.
Thus, the task may have been of relatively constant challenge overall to the WM systems of
individuals with TBI, or cerebellar lobules are recruited indifferently to sustained WM maintenance
as suggested in Hypothesis 3. If the right Crus II finding is not coincidental, it was likely a secondary
response to changes in left DLPFC activity during the task. The right Crus I demonstrated one peak
of activity that increased with session, whereas a previous study founds increases in the right
cerebellum in other lobules during the Sternberg task (Kirschen et al., 2005).
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Finally, effects of session were largely null with the exception of 1 finding. Activity in the right
Crus I increased with session. It is possible that this effect recovers a contribution to a network
implicated in findings from Kirschen and colleagues (2005), where increased activity was observed
after practice of the Sternberg task in the right VI, Crus I, and VIIB. Now discussed are the results of
Analysis 2 to provide further context to these findings.

4.2. Analysis 2
In Analysis 2, whole brain graph theoretical analyses revealed no statistically significant
differences between groups. There were mild non-significant trends toward increased transitivity,
decreased efficiency, and decreased average strength in the network within TBI. Lobule specific
analyses of functional connectivity revealed a number of effects. Functional connectivity between
the DLPFC and pre-selected contralateral WM cerebellar lobules was lower in TBI (left Crus I to BA9,
BA10; right VI to BA9, BA46), and for both groups decreased with load (left Crus I to BA 10; right
VIIB to BA10) and decreased with session (left VI, Crus I, Crus II, and VIIB to BA9; left Crus I to BA10).
Importantly, a number of cerebellar findings were evident in graph theoretical analyses. Strength of
connections with the right Crus I were significantly lower among individuals with TBI. All cerebellar
lobules showed trends toward lower connection strengths in TBI than within controls, especially in
the left WM lobules. Additionally, the clustering coefficient of the right Crus I was higher in
individuals with TBI. There was also a trend toward higher clustering coefficients in especially all five
left cerebellar lobules. The right Crus II demonstrated greater network betweenness centrality in
the TBI sample relative to controls. The right Crus I betweenness centrality decreased with load,
and the left VIIIA betweenness centrality increased with session.
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Estimation of functional connectivity between the WM cerebellum lobules demonstrated
several properties. Functional connectivity between all lobules and DLPFC regions was at least 0.3,
and relatively higher within BA 9 and BA 10 than BA 46. No load or session changes were detected
in the connectivity between these regions and the DLPFC, with the exception of decreased
connectivity between the left VI, Crus I, Crus II, and VIIB and right BA 9 due to session. That effect
was in the context of left Crus I-BA10 connectivity decreases with session. Additionally, it is possible
that WM-sensitive cerebellar plasticity occurs within lobules as opposed to between regions.
Importantly, the effects of session on cerebellar-DLPFC connectivity were quite small, suggesting
that more subtle analyses and more specific technological approaches may be more effective at
detecting within- and inter-regional plastic effects.
In terms of whole-network connectivity, connectivity was heavily biased toward positive
connections overall in both samples, with a trend toward stronger connections among controls than
individuals with TBI. This result is in the context of weak trends toward increased network
transitivity among individuals with TBI as well as reduced network efficiency. This sort of large-scale
network analysis is rare in TBI. Nakamura and colleagues previously found evidence of decreased
network efficiency in intrinsic connectivity among individuals with TBI within three months post
injury that approximated controls by six months post injury (Nakamura et al., 2009). They
additionally found reduced clustering coefficients among individuals with TBI. Here, transitivity and
strength trend in the opposite direction, which may be partially attributable to the more chronic
sample studied here as well as the context of a task that is challenging relative to healthy controls.
The brain networks of individuals with TBI may support slightly less differentiated signal processing,
leading to increases in transitivity. This may be a marker of harmful consequences for performance
in the long run because signals are not as segregated as they normally are, causing interference in
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local communication. The relationship between regions as demonstrated by graph theory metrics
change over sessions following TBI. The relationship of many of these metrics with cognitive states
remains an area wide open for investigation. Previous analyses of cortical networks during a simple
cognitive control task demonstrated increased connectivity degree and strength with increased
local efficiency in individuals with TBI that was associated with poorer performance and more
severe injuries (Caeyenberghs et al., 2012). While that study demonstrated preserved small-world
topology during the cognitive task, a recent study during resting conditions revealed reduced
overall connectivity, longer path length, and reduced efficiency (Pandit et al., 2013). However, these
studies used networks of 20 nodes or less, compared to the 144 sampled here. This limited the
extent to which whole-brain network topology was sampled. In the case of the current speeded
WM task, lower cognitive control demands may have been required, and stimuli where highly
phonological and numerical. Cognitive control network synchrony may therefore be exaggerated
when task demands necessitate complete switching between specific goals (cf., Caeyenberghs et al.,
2012 for the task design) whereas general network synchrony is decreased at rest (Pandit et al.,
2013) or in the present application where there was systematic task load manipulation. The graphic
characteristics of functional networks likely depend in part on region sampling, clinical sample
characteristics, cognitive conditions, and which portions of brain networks are analyzed.
Importantly, neural models that predict both network topologies and associated behaviors would
be powerful to discriminate between theories of network efficiency and inefficiency in neurological
disease states.
Region-specific graph theory findings were more illuminating for the current WM task. It is
notable that while only some lobules revealed statistically significant decreases in connectivity
following TBI, all lobules demonstrated trends in the same direction relative to controls. Reduced
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connection strengths among TBI may represent the extent to which cerebellar systems are
desynchronized from their normal roles in cortico-cerebral-striatal systems. In terms of behavioral
efficiency, this is critically important because the cerebellum is a site of massive computational
resources optimized over evolutionary time to calibrate timing, pattern recognition, and associative
learning. The reduced strength is likely secondary to trauma in neocortical systems as the
cerebellum proper is relatively preserved from direct injury in TBI (Potts, 2009). However,
stimulation studies do indicate that direct suppression of lateral neocerebellum lobules (likely Crus I
and/or Crus II) results in WM speed deficits (Desmond et al., 2005). Thus, the interplay between the
cerebellum and systems with which it is innervated represents a critical loop of efficiency and errorcorrection that less optimally supports WM function following TBI.
In terms of specific lobules, the right Crus I demonstrated significantly stronger connections
with the network overall among healthy controls, possibly representing its role in the management
of the transition of tasks from challenging to routine. The extent to which this region’s relatively
higher connectivity in healthy individuals contributes to processes of cognitive efficiency can be
further examined in the context of its specific relationship and dynamics with respect to the leftlateralized DLPFC-parietal system. That is, differences in right Crus I activity may represent the
extent to which it supports left-right hemispheric processing shifts as tasks proceed from
challenging and novel to routine. The right Crus II demonstrated greater network betweenness
centrality in the TBI sample. This region also shares connections and functional relationships with
the left DLPFC (Salmi et al., 2009). Anatomical tracer evidence from cebus monkeys suggests that
this region connects especially to the left BA46 (Strick et al., 2009), which is an analogue of the
right-hemispheric region especially responsive to load in other WM tasks including the n-back
(Owen et al., 2005) and often recruited in the context of the right BA 46 following TBI (McAllister et
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al., 1999; McAllister et al., 2001; Caeyenbergh et al., 2008a/b; Hillary et al., 2006, Hillary, 2008;
Hillary, 2010; Medaglia et al., 2012). The right Crus II’s contribution in TBI may represent the
general degree to which its activity correlates with a network heavily taxed by cognitive challenge
and may represent a contribution to a different set of neocortical mechanisms than the right Crus I.
Importantly, the betweenness centrality of the left Crus I, Crus II, VIIB, and VIIIA increased
with session across both samples. These regions prominently share anatomical connections with
the right prefrontal cortex, including the DLPFC. As the novelty burden of tasks decrease with
sustained cognitive processing, it is possible that the left neocerebellum becomes more deeply and
consistently engaged with prefrontal mechanisms as efficient subroutines are established.
Specifically, any temporal, cognitive, or perceptual regularities that recruit the cerebellum’s
conditioned associative and feedforward mechanisms may be increasingly supportive of
contralateral prefrontal systems over session during cognition.

4.3. Integrating discussion
Taken together, the previous findings provide strong evidence of a role of the cerebellum in
WM processing following TBI. Even at a low phonological WM load, cerebellar resources were
recruited in the TBI sample in proportion to inefficient task performance. Plastic effects were
represented in several lobules. There was predominantly increased cerebellar activation in TBI but
decreased connection strengths. This is a curious phenomenon and stands in contrast to
examination of DLPFC-inferior parietal functional connectivity in early recovery from TBI during WM
processing in the n-back (Medaglia et al., 2014). Signal in the DLPFC and inferior parietal lobes has
been demonstrated to be higher in post-acute TBI relative to controls during WM processing (Hillary
et al., 2010; McAllister et al., 1999; McAllister et al., 2001; Medaglia et al., 2012) in addition to
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increased connectivity between these regions (Medaglia et al., 2014). Importantly, the degree of
local right DLPFC activation was an important predictor of both speed of WM responding as well as
connectivity between the DLPFC and parietal lobes (Medaglia et al., 2014). This highlights an
important property of the cerebellum’s role as a support mechanism following TBI. While the
cerebellum demonstrated two primary features of a latent support mechanism (cf., Hillary et al.,
2006; Hillary, 2008), namely increased activation following TBI and a negative relationship with WM
performance, its connectivity profile may follow from the cerebellum’s specialization as a feedback
control system. Cerebellar Purkinje excitation results in strong suppression of the excitatory output
of deep cerebellar nuclei. While cerebellar output falls into definable attractors following various
input profiles, the Purkinje output profiles represent complex mixtures of simple and complex
spikes (cf., Yamazaki & Tanaka, 2007). Given that TBI rarely affects the cerebellum directly (Potts,
2009), effects on its input and output relations result initially from disruptions in cortical systems.
Thus, new incoming patterns from the cortex may result in local excitation of the cerebellar cortex
as it attempts to process unfamiliar stimulus patterns. Because stable, orderly relations between
cerebellar Purkinje output and cortical processing are not equivalent to naturally developed
properties over the normal lifespan, connectivity may be decreased. Why this observation differs
between the cerebellum and cortical systems may result from differences in the emergent
properties of communicating between qualitatively different brain circuits, namely those of the
laminar cortex (cf., Chawla et al., 1999; Chawla et al., 2001 for simulations of laminar systems
demonstrating that increased activity results in increased synchronization) versus relatively “basic”
cerebellar feedback systems.
In the current studies, only modest effects of load and session on activation and connectivity
were observed. Given overwhelming evidence of cerebellar interactivity with WM systems and the
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specialization of its circuitry for timing and learning, some discussion of the paucity of load and
session effects is due. This also will help to clarify why there is sustained recruitment of cerebellar
resources in the current study relative to the habituating nature of DLPFC and parietal recruitment
in studies using the n-back (cf., Medaglia et al., 2012). Whether the recruitment of cerebellar
mechanisms in TBI can even result in pronounced evidence of plasticity at the voxel level across
loads and session is an open question.
Related to inducing load and session plasticity, an additional consideration for the current study
has to do with the structure of the cognitive task. The modified digit-symbol substitution paradigm
used here represents a low burden on WM. Additionally, while there were some effects of RT as a
primary variable, there was more variance within load levels than between load levels. RT means
were also relatively stable over sessions. Thus, estimation of efficiency on a trial-by-trial basis such
as that in Analysis 1 may be a more effective approach to recovering efficiency-sensitive effects.
Examination of the neural correlations of efficiency changes at the level of inter-regional mean
connectivity or the estimation of graphs in fMRI data may require more pronounced manipulations
of cognitive load sustained across many trials. It is also possible that intra-regional functional
coherence may be more sensitive index of inefficient network processing. These features could be
examined uniquely or in the context of distributed networks.
Finally, a broad network view was taken here, and cortico-cerebellar networks are spatially
complex and only partially differentiable (cf., Krienen & Buckner, 2009). Complicating this issue is
the nature of what brain processes are required to minimally support performance on the cognitive
task. The current approach to WM called upon phonological WM mechanisms, sensory
mechanisms, motor mechanisms, perceptual mechanisms, procedural mechanisms, and lexical
mechanisms. These systems naturalistically interact throughout our daily functioning, and create
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significant problems for experimental control. The current studies implicitly acknowledged the
complexity of these systems by sampling the cerebellum and other brain systems liberally to
examine emergent characteristics. However, the topological patterns revealed here represent
processes with qualitatively different functions and complex spatiotemporal interactions. Thus,
attributing specifically observed functional features to WM per se is invalid, and further
investigation is required in simulation and empirical work to disentangle specific system
interactions and their meaning.

4.4. Study limitations
Several limitations apply to the current study. Some have been reviewed above where
theoretically relevant, but are consolidated here. First, age was significantly different between the
samples. Importantly, while no significant effects of age were found with respect to behavior, the
BOLD signal in Analysis 1 or connectivity and graph theoretical parameters in Analysis 2, some
trends were found. Specifically, age was nearly positively associated with RT across persons.
Additionally, cerebellar to DLPFC connectivity, cerebellar connection strength, cerebellar clustering
coefficients were found to be weakly negatively correlated with age across samples. While these
trends do not explain all of the effects found in the current studies, better sample matching in age
in future analyses will provide more reliable estimates across samples. Of note, the finding that
clustering coefficients increase in the TBI sample despite this parameter decreasing slightly with age
indicates that this was a robust finding across the current samples that is likely due to TBI.
Additionally, the results of Analysis 1 were reliable above any beyond any effects of age on the
BOLD signal.
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Next, while the task selected here was optimized to emphasize changes in speed relative to
differences in WM capacity consistent with and extending a previous design (Hillary et al., 2010), it
carries certain limitations. As a manipulation of load in controls, it produced a successful gradient of
response time changes with increases in difficulty level. However, individuals having sustained TBI
rapidly reached their ceiling of speeded performance in even the easiest cognitive condition. It is
likely that this is due to a fundamental limitation in the TBI sample. Another limitation is that
“WM,” broadly defined, encompasses many subsystems with many tasks historically used to assess
it (Baddeley, 2000; Postle et al., 2006). Additionally, the network sampled here was using the AAL
region atlas (Tzorio-Mayor et al., 2002), which is based on a normalization of the original Talairach
atlas to MNI space. This is not statistically representative of a distribution of all BA designations.
Other atlases, such as that from the Julich group, are based on normalizations of cytoarchitectonic
zones in post-mortem brains, but regions are not yet available for many regions of the brain,
especially including associative neocortical regions (Eickhoff et al., 2007). Additionally, while the
current study used omnibus estimations of graph-theory metrics in several within-subject
dimensions, many combinations of sub-networks could be explored. Specific cerebellar lobules are
anatomically more heavily related to certain regions than others, and increasing system-specificity
analysis may yield increasingly specific results. Importantly, the sampling of regions in this case was
based on the arithmetic average of regions, whereas the information in the BOLD fMRI signal can
far exceed simple arithmetic means of signal averaging. Thus, extensions of the current work could
involve a-priori separation of regions for the construction of networks and graph theoretical
examination (e.g., via separation into salience, executive-attention, default mode, phonological,
perceptual, episodic, sensory, and motor systems), more nuanced reductions of intra-regional
signals than simple cross-voxel averaging, and temporal analyses that recover signaling
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characteristics that extend beyond simple pairwise correlations. The current study used simple
weighted correlation matrices to estimate the covariance of signals across regions. Many
alternative perspectives for estimating signal covariance exist, and may yield different insights
toward the dynamics of cerebellar BOLD fMRI signals. Finally, the spatiotemporal sensitivity of fMRI
limits access to a number of properties of cerebellar mechanisms. Notably, the activity of cerebellar
circuits in real time unfolds in the millisecond time scale and micron length scale, necessitating
corroborating techniques for future investigations.
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5. Conclusions

Nearly 70 years after Miller’s original formulation, understanding WM function and dysfunction
remains neurologically mysterious (Miller, 1956; Postle, 2006). From lesions studies to
neuroimaging, WM can be understood to depend upon multiple regions distributed through the
DLPFC, parietal lobes, ACC, and cerebellum, which in turn depend upon many ongoing sensory
processes. The current studies examined the contribution of the cerebellum to WM following TBI.
Importantly, the cerebellum appears to demonstrate recruitment during TBI that is heavily
reminiscent of the right DLPFC and right parietal lobe during challenges in WM. The cerebellar
system is likely heavily recruited in proportion to neocortical systems in order to manage the
demands of cognitive challenge. Specifically, cerebellar circuitry supports pattern recognition,
timing, and associative learning processes that are critical to efficient learning and sustained
processing. These resources are recruited following TBI, but their coherence with the rest of the
cortical system is inefficiently organized. Disruption in the dynamic interplay between corticocerebellar systems during cognitive performance results in poor behavioral efficiency many months
following TBI. Continued research is required to further clarify the cerebellum’s role in various
subcomponents of WM efficiency and recovery from the network-wide effects of TBI. Increasingly
nuanced cognitive experimental designs to isolate performance deficits in addition to the
application of developing network approaches for fMRI to subcomponents of the WM system will
further clarify the cerebellum’s role in WM and WM-supporting systems.
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APPENDIX A: Matlab Functions
A.1. Estimation of graph theory metrics at an individual level
function data = braintrainbeta
%IMPORTANT- PREREQUISITES!
% This script requires the following on the Matlab path:
% Brain Connectivity Toolbox
%
sites.google.com/site/bctnet/
% min2 and max2 (for normalization of betweenness matrices)
%
www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/22995-min2--max2

% WHAT'S THIS DO?
% braintrainbeta.m is a rigid approach to load
% individual data files, find ranges of interest within those files, and
% performing a number of graph theory analyses to individual level data.
% This does NOT concatenate time series across persons or conditions in its
% current state because second-level goals involve estimating differences
% in graph theoretical indices across load levels, group and time. This approach
% also avoids risks of spurious, non-representative correlation structures in group
% level data that may be found in approaches that aggregate time series data (see Miller et al., 2002; Miller & Van Horn,
% 2007).
%
% Miller, M.B., Van Horn, J.D. 2007. Individual variability in brain activations associated with episodic retrieval: a role for
%
large-scale databases. Int. J. Psychophysiol. 63, 205-213
% Miller, M.B., Van Horn, J.D., Wolford, G.L., Handy, T.C., Valsangkar-Smyth, M., Inati, S., Grafton, S., Gazzaniga, M.S. 2002.
%
Extensive individual differences in brain activations during episodic retrieval are reliable over time. J. Cogn. Neurosci.
%
14, 1200-1214.

%Study Parameters
group = 1:2;
subject_number = 1:12;
run = 1:4;
count = 0;
for group = 1:2
for subnum = subject_number
%For my dissertation, HC subject numbers were relabeled as follows:
%1=1,
%
2=2
%
3=3
%
4=4
%
5=5
%
6=6
%
7=7
%
8=8
%
9=9
%
LONG.26=10
%
LONG.27=11
%
LONG.28=12
for run = 1:4
count = count + 1
%Load time series file
fname = sprintf('%s%d%s%d%s%d.mat','BRITNE.',group,'.',subnum,'.RUN',run);
eval(sprintf('load %s',fname))
%Specifies the location of load levels within
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%each run and assigns them to a variable. Conditional upon run for
%each iteration
if run == 1
e = TS(1:80,:);
m1 = TS(81:160,:);
m2 = TS(161:241,:);
elseif run == 2
e = TS(161:241,:);
m1 = TS(81:160,:);
m2 = TS(1:80,:);
elseif run == 3
e = TS(1:80,:);
m1 = TS(81:160,:);
m2 = TS(161:241,:);
elseif run == 4
e = TS(161:241,:);
m1 = TS(81:160,:);
m2 = TS(1:80,:);
end
% Compute zero-order (contemporaneous) matrices based on the data in
% each load Note that task load
% is now coded ranging from 1:3, where 1 = e, 2 = m1, 3 = m2
data(group, subnum, run, 1).correlation = corrcoef(e);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).correlation = corrcoef(m1);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).correlation = corrcoef(m2);
% put zeroes on the diagonal of these matrices
data(group, subnum, run, 1).correlation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 1).correlation)))) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).correlation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 2).correlation)))) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).correlation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 3).correlation)))) = 0;
% Compute absolute value of original matrices
data(group, subnum, run, 1).abscorrelation = abs(data(group, subnum, run, 1).correlation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).abscorrelation = abs(data(group, subnum, run, 2).correlation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).abscorrelation = abs(data(group, subnum, run, 3).correlation);
%Map weight to distance of absolute values via elementwise
%inversion for e.g., betweenness centrality
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dabscorrelation = 1 ./ data(group, subnum, run, 1).abscorrelation;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dabscorrelation = 1 ./ data(group, subnum, run, 2).abscorrelation;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dabscorrelation = 1 ./ data(group, subnum, run, 3).abscorrelation;
%Change any Inf's to zero
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dabscorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dabscorrelation)) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dabscorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dabscorrelation)) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dabscorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dabscorrelation)) = 0;
%Compute matrices with only positive correlations.
POS1 = data(group, subnum, run, 1).correlation;;
indices = find(POS1<0);
POS1(indices) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 1).poscorrelation = POS1;
POS2 = data(group, subnum, run, 2).correlation;
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indices = find(POS2<0);
POS2(indices) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).poscorrelation = POS2;
POS3 = data(group, subnum, run, 3).correlation;
indices = find(POS3<0);
POS3(indices) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).poscorrelation = POS3;
%Map weight to distance via element-wise inversion for the positive correlation only matrices.
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dposcorrelation = 1 ./ data(group, subnum, run, 1).poscorrelation;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dposcorrelation = 1 ./ data(group, subnum, run, 2).poscorrelation;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dposcorrelation = 1 ./ data(group, subnum, run, 3).poscorrelation;
%Add back zeros on diagonal
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dposcorrelation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dposcorrelation)))) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dposcorrelation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dposcorrelation)))) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dposcorrelation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dposcorrelation)))) = 0;
%Change any Inf's to zero
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dposcorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dposcorrelation)) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dposcorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dposcorrelation)) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dposcorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dposcorrelation)) = 0;

%Compute matrices with only negative correlations.
NEG1 = data(group, subnum, run, 1).correlation;
indices = find(NEG1>0);
NEG1(indices) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 1).negcorrelation = NEG1;
NEG2 = data(group, subnum, run, 2).correlation;
indices = find(NEG2>0);
NEG2(indices) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negcorrelation = NEG2;
NEG3 = data(group, subnum, run, 3).correlation;
indices = find(NEG3>0);
NEG3(indices) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negcorrelation = NEG3;
%Absolute value the negative correlation matrix in preparation for
%mapping weight to distance
ABSNEG1 = abs(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negcorrelation);
ABSNEG2 = abs(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negcorrelation);
ABSNEG3 = abs(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negcorrelation);
%%%Map weight to distance via element-wise inversion of the absolute value of negative
%correlation matrices
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dnegcorrelation =1 ./ ABSNEG1;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dnegcorrelation =1 ./ ABSNEG2;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dnegcorrelation =1 ./ ABSNEG3;
% Put zeros back on diagonal
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dnegcorrelation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dnegcorrelation)))) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dnegcorrelation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dnegcorrelation)))) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dnegcorrelation(logical(eye(size(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dnegcorrelation)))) = 0;
%Change any Inf's to zero
data(group, subnum, run, 1).dnegcorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dnegcorrelation)) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 2).dnegcorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dnegcorrelation)) = 0;
data(group, subnum, run, 3).dnegcorrelation(isinf(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dnegcorrelation)) = 0;
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%The following applies several subfunctions from the Sporns Brain
%Connectivity Toolbox to the data output as a separate variable
%under the structure with prefix "data."
data(group, subnum, run, 1).transitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 1).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).strengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 1).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).averagestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).strengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).clustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 1).abscorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 1).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 1).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
1).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 1).D data(group, subnum, run, 1).B] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
1).dabscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).efficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 1).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).betweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dabscorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 1).normbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 1).betweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 1).betweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).betweenness) - min2(data(group, subnum, run,
1).betweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 1).CIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 1).sn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
1).abscorrelation,.5);
%data(subjnum).eR1.voxelaraptor = dinosaur(eC);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).transitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 2).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).strengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 2).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).averagestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).strengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).clustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 2).abscorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 2).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 2).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
2).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 2).D data(group, subnum, run, 2).B] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
2).dabscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).efficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 2).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).betweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dabscorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 2).normbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 2).betweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 2).betweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).betweenness) - min2(data(group, subnum, run,
2).betweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 2).CIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 2).sn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
2).abscorrelation,.5);
%data(subjnum).mR1.voxelaraptor = dinosaur(m1C);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).transitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 3).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).strengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 3).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).averagestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).strengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).clustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 3).abscorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 3).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 3).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
3).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 3).D data(group, subnum, run, 3).B] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
3).dabscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).efficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 3).abscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).betweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dabscorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 3).normbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 3).betweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 3).betweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).betweenness) - min2(data(group, subnum, run,
3).betweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 3).CIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 3).sn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
3).abscorrelation,.5);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).postransitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 1).poscorrelation);
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data(group, subnum, run, 1).posstrengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 1).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).posaveragestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).posstrengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).posclustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 1).poscorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 1).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 1).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
1).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 1).posD data(group, subnum, run, 1).posB] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
1).dposcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).posefficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 1).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).posbetweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dposcorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 1).normposbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 1).posbetweenness) min2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).posbetweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).posbetweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 1).posbetweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 1).posCIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 1).possn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
1).poscorrelation,.5);
%data(subjnum).eR1.voxelaraptor = dinosaur(eC);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).postransitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 2).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).posstrengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 2).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).posaveragestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).posstrengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).posclustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 2).poscorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 2).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 2).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
2).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 2).posD data(group, subnum, run, 2).posB] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
2).dposcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).posefficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 2).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).posbetweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dposcorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 2).normposbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 2).posbetweenness) min2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).posbetweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).posbetweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 2).posbetweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 2).posCIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 2).possn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
2).poscorrelation,.5);
%data(subjnum).mR1.voxelaraptor = dinosaur(m1C);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).postransitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 3).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).posstrengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 3).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).posaveragestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).posstrengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).posclustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 3).poscorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 3).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 3).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
3).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 3).posD data(group, subnum, run, 3).posB] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
3).dposcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).posefficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 3).poscorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).posbetweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dposcorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 3).normposbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 3).posbetweenness) min2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).posbetweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).posbetweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 3).posbetweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 3).posCIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 3).possn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
3).poscorrelation,.5);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).negtransitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).negstrengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).negaveragestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negstrengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).negclustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negcorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 1).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 1).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
1).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 1).negD data(group, subnum, run, 1).negB] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
1).dnegcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 1).negefficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negcorrelation);
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data(group, subnum, run, 1).negbetweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 1).dnegcorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 1).normnegbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 1).negbetweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 1).negbetweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 1).negbetweenness) - min2(data(group, subnum, run,
1).negbetweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 1).negCIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 1).negsn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
1).negcorrelation,.5);
%data(subjnum).eR1.voxelaraptor = dinosaur(eC);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negtransitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negstrengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negaveragestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negstrengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negclustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negcorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 2).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 2).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
2).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 2).negD data(group, subnum, run, 2).negB] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
2).dnegcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negefficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 2).negbetweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 2).dnegcorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 2).normnegbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 2).negbetweenness) min2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negbetweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 2).negbetweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 2).negbetweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 2).negCIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 2).negsn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
2).negcorrelation,.5);
%data(subjnum).mR1.voxelaraptor = dinosaur(m1C);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negtransitivity = transitivity_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negstrengths = strengths_und(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negaveragestrength = mean2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negstrengths);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negclustering = clustering_coef_wu(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negcorrelation);
%[data(group, subnum, run, 3).Ci data(group, subnum, run, 3).Q] = modularity_louvain_und(data(group, subnum, run,
3).abscorrelation);
[data(group, subnum, run, 3).negD data(group, subnum, run, 3).negB] = distance_wei(data(group, subnum, run,
3).dnegcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negefficiency = efficiency_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negcorrelation);
data(group, subnum, run, 3).negbetweenness = betweenness_wei(data(group, subnum, run, 3).dnegcorrelation);
data(group,subnum, run, 3).normnegbetweenness = ((data(group, subnum, run, 3).negbetweenness) min2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negbetweenness))/(max2(data(group, subnum, run, 3).negbetweenness) - min2(data(group,
subnum, run, 3).negbetweenness));
[data(group, subnum, run, 3).negCIJscore data(group, subnum, run, 3).negsn] = score_wu(data(group, subnum, run,
3).negcorrelation,.5);

end
end
end
% save data into single structure "betadata"
save('betadata.mat','data');
end
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A.2. Preparing data from betadata.mat for R mixed effects model analysis
function prepareforRanalysis
load betadata.mat
%WHAT'S THIS DO?
%This script reads data from the structure betadata.mat (which results from
%braintrainbeta.m) to index parameters from graph theory estimated
%stuctures and places them into a "long" format for mixed effects modeling
%via lme4 in R.
str = zeros(288,144)
posstr = zeros(288,144)
negstr = zeros(288,144)
index = 0
% index_2 = 0
for strengths = 1:144 % length(data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths)
count = 0;
index = index + 1;
for group = 1:2
for subject = 1:12
for time = 1:4
for difficulty = 1:3
count = count + 1;
str(count,strengths) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths(strengths);
posstr(count,strengths) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).posstrengths(strengths);
negstr(count,strengths) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).negstrengths(strengths);
end
end
end
end

save('str.mat','str','posstr','negstr')
end
bet = zeros(288,144)
posbet = zeros(288,144)
negbet = zeros(288,144)
index2 = 0
% index_2 = 0
for betweenness= 1:144 % length(data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths)
count2 = 0;
index2 = index2 + 1;
for group = 1:2
for subject = 1:12
for time = 1:4
for difficulty = 1:3
count2 = count2 + 1;
bet(count2,betweenness) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).betweenness(betweenness);
posbet(count2,betweenness) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).posbetweenness(betweenness);
negbet(count2,betweenness) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).negbetweenness(betweenness);
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end
end
end
end

save('bet.mat','bet','posbet','negbet')
end
clu = zeros(288,144)
posclu = zeros(288,144)
negclu = zeros(288,144)
index3 = 0
% index_2 = 0
for clustering= 1:144 % length(data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths)
count3 = 0;
index3 = index3 + 1;
for group = 1:2
for subject = 1:12
for time = 1:4
for difficulty = 1:3
count3 = count3 + 1;
clu(count3,clustering) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).clustering(clustering);
posclu(count3,clustering) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).posclustering(clustering);
negclu(count3,clustering) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).negclustering(clustering);
end
end
end
end

save('clu.mat','clu','negclu','posclu')
end

averagestrength = zeros(288,1)
posaveragestrength = zeros(288,1)
negaveragestrength = zeros(288,1)
index_4 = 0
for averagestrength = 1 %length(data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths)
count_4 = 0;
index_4 = index_4 + 1;
for group = 1:2
for subject = 1:12
for time = 1:4
for difficulty = 1:3
count_4 = count_4 + 1;
averagestrength(count_4) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).averagestrength;
posaveragestrength(count_4) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).posaveragestrength;
negaveragestrength(count_4) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).negaveragestrength;
end
end
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end
end
save('averagestrength.mat','averagestrength','posaveragestrength','negaveragestrength')
end
transitivity = zeros(288,144)
postransitivity = zeros(288,144)
negtransitivity = zeros(288,144)
index_5 = 0
for transitivity = 1 %length(data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths)
count_5 = 0;
index_5 = index_5 + 1;
for group = 1:2
for subject = 1:12
for time = 1:4
for difficulty = 1:3
count_5 = count_5 + 1;
transitivity(count_5) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).transitivity;
postransitivity(count_5) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).postransitivity;
negtransitivity(count_5) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).negtransitivity;
end
end
end
end
save('transitivity.mat','transitivity','postransitivity','negtransitivity')
end

efficiency = zeros(288,144)
posefficiency = zeros(288,144)
negefficiency = zeros(288,144)
index_6 = 0
for efficiency = 1 %length(data(group, subject, time, difficulty).strengths)
count_6 = 0;
index_6 = index_6 + 1;
for group = 1:2
for subject = 1:12
for time = 1:4
for difficulty = 1:3
count_6 = count_6 + 1;
efficiency(count_6) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).efficiency;
posefficiency(count_6) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).posefficiency;
negefficiency(count_6) = data(group, subject, time, difficulty).negefficiency;
end
end
end
end
save('efficiency.mat','efficiency','posefficiency','negefficiency')
end
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APPENDIX B: Supplementary Figures – Effects of age
Supplementary Figure 1: Effect of age on response time

Supplementary Figure 2: Effect of age on accuracy

Supplementary Figure 3: Effect of age on cerebellar connectivity with the contralateral DLPFC
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